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As we prepare to celebrate the 70th year of INED, marked by an exceptional history that I
will not dwell upon here, I would like to highlight the institution’s international stature, that testifies to
its dynamic development over the years. The worldwide recognition of INED is today undisputed, and
that status is especially worthy of underlining, given the oft heard complaint that French research in the
social sciences is poorly represented outside our national borders.

INED was assessed on a number of occasions in 2014, and each of those assessments
underscored its robust health. France’s Haut Conseil de l'Évaluation de la Recherche et de l'Enseignement
supérieur (High council for the assessment of research and higher education, HCERES), published a
highly favourable report on the scientific production of the research units, followed by a review of the
functioning of the establishment.

But through the value of its researchers, the relevance of its analysis and the breadth of topics that
it addresses, INED contributes not simply to progress in French demography but more broadly to all
the sciences that address population questions. This contribution find acknowledgement in the form
of articles published in the major international journals and in citations of the Institute’s work, and can
also be seen in the presence of researchers at international population conferences. Our presence at
these occasions is vital, and the number of INED researchers attending such events is growing all the
time. Without citing them exhaustively – the list would be long – I would mention the major annual
event organized by the Population Association of America, as well as that of AIDELF, the international
association of French-speaking demographers, and that of the European Association for Population
Studies. INED is present at all these key events in scientific life.

These appraisals demonstrate the quality of INED’s scientific output and the institute’s vitality
as a whole. INED is making an active contribution to the Investments for the Future programmes
(Investissements d’Avenir) launched as part of the Grand Emprunt national loan scheme, as
demonstrated by the strong momentum of the Individuals, Populations, Societies (iPOPs) laboratory
of excellence. iPOPs now plays a key role in INED’s partnership policy in France and in the doctoral
and post-doctoral policy vital to the future of demographic research.

INED also cultivates strong relationships with the best researchers in the field, fostering extensive
dialogue. The institute is proud to welcome distinguished colleagues – this year including John R. Wilmoth
and Ron Lesthaeghe – to highly successful conferences. The Institute continues to expand its network
of partnerships, both internationally, in the shape of framework agreements, and in France. It would
be impossible to conclude without remarking that INED’s central position in the population sciences
is inseparable from its publishing activities. Alongside its other well-known publications, I would like
to mention the manuals it publishes, the latest having, in brilliant fashion, introduced French-speaking
readers to important texts on fertility theories.

”

Continuing to renew its themes and its lifeblood, INED seems to me to be on excellent form as it heads
into 2015, a year in which it will proudly celebrate its legitimate and fully deserved longevity!

Chair’s message
Patrice DURAN

Every year INED launches new projects exploring new topics such as the demography of homosexual
populations and the determinants and consequences of educational trajectories. Others are coming
to term in the form of a concluding conference or publications, including the “Des Lieux aux Liens”
(spatial and family ties) project and “Protection sociale et comportements démographiques en longue
période, de 1800 à nos jours” (Social protection and demographic behaviour over the long term, from
1800 to the present day). Each project goes through a number of phases from conception through
to field research and the presentation of the results. Our annual report focuses extensively on these
research findings, the aim being to further readers’ understanding of contemporary population issues.
All the people at INED, from researchers and scientific officers to technicians and administrative
staff, both tenured and under contract, devoted their time and energy to these projects throughout
the year, and I would like to thank them for their efforts. The Institute’s research depends on the
contribution of all its departments and employees. From the production of surveys, the processing
and communication of data and the publication of results to the organization of conferences and the
hosting of researchers and PhD students, the research cycle is never-ending.

”

Director’s message
Chantal Cases
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October

July

August

October

INED organizes an international conference on 25-26
March on “Breastfeeding
and weaning practices” since
prehistory

Internet

The INED website, now fully bilingual,
is redesigned, with more seamless
browsing adapted to all devices,
including tablets and smartphones

INED publishes
a collection of out-of-print
and new articles on the
demographic aspects of
World War I

International

INED sends a major delegation
to the annual congress of the
Population Association of
America held in Boston from
1 to 3 May

Highlight in 2014

Conference

The LiLi project (Des Lieux aux Liens)
concludes with a conference that turns
the spotlight on partner researchers

SURVEY

Field work begins on
“Virage”, the first national
survey on violence and
gender relations since
1999.
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The international MODICODDIMOCHA seminar on 23 and 24 October
focuses on disparities in causes of death

December

Issue 511 of Population and Societies
looks at the impact of the
third- and fourth-generation pill
scare on contraceptive practices

November

Thérèse Locoh receives
a prize from the International
Union for the Scientific
Study of Population for her
outstanding contribution to
demography

SURVEY

The 18,300 children of
the ELFE cohort turn 3½.
Survey by telephone and in
homes

Conference

Distinction

Publication

May

September

Cris Beauchemin’s working paper “Entraver les migrations” examines the policies
implemented to hold back migration and
their adverse consequences

Colloquium

June

Publication

March
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New release

Videos

The “Rencontres de la
Démo” mini-conferences
organized on 10 July for
World Population Day are
made available online

March

Survey

The data collection phase for
the “Study on individual and
conjugal trajectories” comes
to an end with over 11,000
interviews carried out

February

PUBLICATION

Giancarlo Camarda and
his co-authors explore
the diversity of ageing in
different species in Nature
magazine

April

January

Publishing

As it does every year,
INED attends the Salon
du Livre book fair in Paris,
from 21 to 24 March

Partner

The Portzamparc agency is
selected as the architect for
the future library at Campus
Condorcet, of which INED
is a founding member

Annual Report

2014
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LIFE COURSE,

family trajectories
The ideas of trajectory and life course are vital in population research because individual
behaviours play out over time and in successive contexts. Analysing life histories adds
a dynamic dimension to this work. These notions concern both geography (migration,
changes in residence, leaving the parental home) and changes in personal or family situations
throughout a lifetime. Examining where people live and their mobility is key to studying
population dynamics.

When households
MOVE HOME

F

amily life is about places, in the plural. From leaving
the parental home to the various dwellings occupied
over a lifetime, a family inhabits different spaces.
There are more homeowners among the generations
born in France between 1930 and 1950 than among their
predecessors. The nuclear family model (a couple and their
children) gradually became associated with a residential
trajectory model culminating in the purchase of an individual house. When forming a family, couples look for
residential stability by buying a home. If they are unable

to buy a residence and pass it on to their children, couples
find another source of security by accessing social housing,
ensuring security of tenure.
The residential stability afforded by home ownership is
likely to last if the couple stands the test of time, but is more
than compromised if the partners separate. While women
run a greater risk than men of exiting property ownership,
their chance of obtaining social housing is considerably
higher. For all cohorts, separations and divorces have often
led to brutal ruptures in the housing trajectory by halting



Spatial
AND FAMILY TIES

A TERM

T

he “Des Lieux aux Liens” project (or LiLi for short)
focuses on the spatial dimension of the family and
family relationships. It was selected by the National
Research Agency (ANR, see page 32) and has received the
support of seven other partners. The main project material
comes from INSEE’s 2011 Family and Housing (Famille
et logements) survey, administered with the assistance
of INED and involving the collection of around 365,000
questionnaires in all the regions of metropolitan France.
The LiLi team, comprising two INED units and the
Migrinter laboratory, studied these data for several years to
examine the spatial configuration of families. Initially the
teams addressed the distribution of families across several
living spaces, including multiple residences. Retirees in the
Paris region and students in Brittany and Auvergne are the
two populations who most frequently have two different
places of residence.

10

upward mobility, the status of homeowner being a sign of
social success. Like their family trajectories, the residential
trajectories of pre-war generations followed a linear path,
from rental to ownership, but those of the post-war generations are much less orderly, impacted by union formation,
separations and sometimes re-partnering.

K

Catherine Bonvalet, Arnaud Bringé,

“L’impact des trajectoires familiales sur les parcours
résidentiel et géographique des Franciliens nés entre 1930
et 1950”, Paper presented at the AIDELF conference, Bari,
2014.

N

ot everyone is able to bequeath a property when they
die. This state of affairs is nothing new – and we are
now able to measure it over more than two centuries.
To study changes in the French population over time,
INED, EHESS and INRA have designed an original study,
entitled “TRA”. A sample of 3,000 French families was
built using a highly specific criterion: the surname of
the family had to begin with the letters “Tra”, such as
Tramier or Trastour, for example. Such names are found
throughout France and are representative of the country
at the start of the 19th century. Data on the descendant

and ascendant relatives starting in 1793 has been gradually added to the sample. Information on individuals
was collected from the civil registry, as was all the information necessary for determining wealth at the time of
death. The quality of the survey information improves
from 1866 onward, thanks to the Répertoire general,
which records all the transactions affecting the wealth
of individuals over their lifetime. The TRA survey shows
that wealth became increasingly concentrated as the 19th
century wore on, with average wealth increasing sharply
but fewer individuals leaving wealth behind.
The TRA survey team provide readers and their colleagues with a considerable quantity of data, along with
detailed documentation on how to use those data, since
using and analysing historical data hinges on knowing
how they were collected, to what extent they are representative, and what they can and cannot be used to measure.

K

Jérôme Bourdieu, Lionel Kesztenbaum,
Gilles Postel-Vinay,

L’enquête TRA, histoire d’un outil, outil pour l’histoire.
Volume 1 (1793-1902), INED, 2014.

K

Christophe Imbert, guilhem deschamps,
Éva Lelièvre, catherine bonvalet,

“Living in two residences: mainly before and after
working life”, Population & Societies, 507, January 2014.

T

he closing conference on 12 November, marking the
culmination of the project, reviewed the central issue
of LiLi, namely envisioning “space as revelatory of how
families work”. The main project themes were reviewed
over six sessions, in which the research teams focused
on specific populations (migrants, cross-border populations and parents of young children) and different types of
unions, residential spaces and methodological questions.
The first session looked at immigrant populations,
their effect on French demography since 1960, the family
structures of immigrants and their children, the ages at
which these last have children, and the way West African
families adapt to migration.
Ariane Pailhé explained how the fertility behaviour of
the children of immigrants is influenced by the family and
the society in which they grew up. The completed fertility
(see box) of the children of immigrants is very similar
to that of French-born populations, with an average of
two children for women of North African background,

Completed fertility
Completed fertility is the total number
of children born to a given cohort of
women once they reach the end of their
reproductive lives, generally at the age of
50. In some surveys on contraception,
women above the age of 45 are not interviewed since pregnancies are rare after
this age.

1.7 for women of Southern European background and
1.9 for French-born women. The distribution by number
of children is more divergent, as more women of North
African background remain childless than French-born
women (18.9% and 15.1% respectively) but more of the
former have at least four children (10.7%, compared with
3.9% for women of Southern European background).

 http://lili-efl2011.site.ined.fr/

T

he LiLi project also takes a close-up look at “long-distance families”, which encompass a range of situations,
from children growing up with their grandparents to individuals migrating for seasonal work. The project leaders,
together with INED’s South research group, organized a
special conference on such families on 18 September. The
event was an opportunity to hear what researchers have to
say about the topic, based on sources other than those of
the project team.
The researchers included Tatiana Eremenko, whose
PhD focuses on the particular case of “transnational families” living in different places. As these families cannot
be observed with the data generally used to study families, such as censuses, Tatiana Eremenko combined several sources, including administrative and survey data, to
obtain a fuller picture. Under some bilateral and international agreements, a foreign worker living in France can
receive child benefits for a child who remains in the origin

11

country. Trends in the number of such families receiving
child support have been observed since 1967. The number
of beneficiaries for all non-EU countries (chief among them
Morocco) came to roughly 10,000. For these countries, the
number of families receiving benefits has declined since
the late 1970s, the exception being Mali.
These data remain incomplete, as they measure specific
situations. According to INED’s “Trajectories and Origins”
survey, in 2009 the number of immigrants (all countries
combined) with at least one minor child living abroad
stood at 70,000.



http://pole_suds.site.ined.fr/fr/les_journees/familles_a_distance_familles_a_temps_partiel/
Exploring the links between space and demography
consists above all in investigating the local dimension.
Access to employment, a key topic for demographers, is
also a geographical issue.

12

Far from employment,
FAR FROM WORK

S

ince Kain’s pioneering work in the 1960s, economists
have investigated the spatial dimension of unemployment. Living close to potential employment is an advantage
on several scores, as people are better informed of local job
vacancies, and transport costs or lack of car ownership are
less of a handicap. But foreign minorities in France and the
African-American population in the USA generally live at
some distance from the areas offering jobs that match their
profiles. This spatial mismatch between minorities' place
of residence and place of employment is not an accident.
As minorities suffer from discrimination in the workplace,
so too do they suffer from housing discrimination, remaining confined to undesirable areas far from employment
opportunities.
In both countries, geographical distance explains in part
why the unemployment rate of minorities is much higher
than that of the rest of the population. In France, spatial
factors are the cause of 17% to 25% of the difference in
the unemployment rate between minorities and the main
stream population. In the USA, where the employment gap
is even greater, the same factors are the cause of 10% to
17.5% of the difference.

K

Laurent Gobillon, Peter Rupert,
Étienne Wasmer,

“Ethnic unemployment rates and frictional markets”,
Journal of Urban Economics, 79, 2014, pp. 108-120.

T

he places that are important to the identity of young
French people of Caribbean background, as well
as the way they integrate the job market, are marked by
the migration histories of their parents, who last left the
Caribbean in the 1970s and 1980s to settle mainly in the
Paris area and work primarily in the public sector or equivalent. This sector remains important for their children
(31% of employees aged 18-35), especially for women
(38%), and in four out of five cases the jobs are on permanent contracts. The sector appears to be more protective
for men with few qualifications and to foster their social
mobility. Meanwhile, young women have more qualifications than men (56% have a higher-education diploma
compared 32% of men) and are less often unemployed.
Most of these young people, around three-quarters
of whom live in the Paris area, know the Caribbean well:
almost all of them have stayed in the home département
of one or both of their parents on several occasions and
nearly one in five have lived there for at least one year.
The young people in question are generally very attached
to these territories, but given the limited opportunities of
the Caribbean job market, most young people with plans
to move do not consider living there on a long-term basis.

K

Stéphanie Condon, Dolores Pourette,

“La place de l’espace transatlantique dans les itinéraires
des jeunes d’origine antillaise ou guyanaise”, Study day on
“Des jeunes comme les autres ?”, Migrations Société, 148,
2014.
When growing up, people are immersed in one of the dominant languages of their territory. But other factors influence
linguistic practices.

From language
TO TERRITORY

I

n some cases, geographical mobility is accompanied by
a change in language environment. At the “Migrer d’une
langue à l’autre?” (Migrating from one language to another)

study day organized by the Musée de l’Histoire de l’Immigration on 26 November, Alexandra Filhon talked about
the scarcity of public surveys on linguistic practices. In
France, the first national surveys covering language practices (regional and immigration) date from 1992 with the
Education survey of the parents of school children and the
MGIS survey of 10,000 immigrants and descendants of
immigrants. These were followed by the “Histoire de Vie”
life history survey in 2003. The practice of languages other
than French is not necessarily related to immigration, and
may reflect regional roots. In any case, reported proficiency
in languages does not shed light on day-to-day practices or
what they represent in individual identities. In 2004 and
2011, INED and INSEE developed a survey on information
exchange and daily life (Information et vie quotidienne)
with a view to estimating the number of people with writing difficulties and the nature of those difficulties in relation to individual life histories. France Guérin-Pace stresses
that the impact of such difficulties on daily life differs from
one adult to the next. Family events, educational trajectories and reading practices in childhood play a key role in
language proficiency in adulthood.

 www.histoire-immigration.fr/2014/10/journee-detude-migrer-d-une-langue-a-l-autre

We saw earlier that the decision to found a family has
a strong influence on couples' residential trajectories.
Household composition changes over time, and surveys on
such questions are often full of surprises.

Can you be wrong about
HOW MANY
CHILDREN YOU HAVE?

I

nterviewing the same sample of people every few years
leads to some unexpected findings. In the Gender and
Generations (ERFI) survey on family and intergenerational relations, the number of children given by the same
respondents varies considerably from one survey to the
next. Out of the 6,534 respondents of the first two waves
(in 2005 and 2008), 8% reported fewer children in 2008
than in 2005. What is the explanation for this apparent
“forgetfulness”?
The large survey sample size allows us to rule out some
hypotheses. Men are no more likely than women to say
they have fewer children. Other factors with no incidence
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include educational level, the age of respondents over 50
and the length of the interview in the 2005 survey. In four
out of five cases, the children that the respondents omit
to mention are alive and were not living with them at the
time of the first survey. In a few rarer cases, co-resident
or deceased children mentioned in the first survey are not
mentioned in the second.
The lower number of children mentioned in the second
ERFI survey appears to result mainly from the way the
children are listed in the questionnaire. The respondents
were not asked directly to say how many children they had,
but instead were asked to describe separately the children
living with them in the household, the children living outside the household and deceased children.
The vagueness of the question on children living
outside the household may have given respondents the
impression that they were being asked if any more children
had been born since the date of the previous survey and
were not living in their household. This study shows the
importance of question wording and encourages caution
when analysing the data.

lives with the person who later became their partner. As
certain attitudes and practices have become more wide
spread or accepted – such as homosexuality, which has
been less stigmatized since the end of the 1980s – the
opportunities for studying them have increased. While
simply asking questions about sexuality was daring 50
years ago, we have gradually been able to obtain detailed
answers on sexual practices (as in the 2005 CSF survey
on sexuality in France), including between people of the
same sex.
That said, research on sexuality has never become routine, unlike that on education, employment or culture, for
which surveys can be conducted at regular intervals. Each
major survey on sexuality corresponds to a social and cultural context. For example, in the 1980s, questions on the
number of partners, and notably same-sex partners, were
primarily aimed at assessing potential trends in the AIDS
epidemic and the use of contraception rather than describing the emancipation of sexuality from the framework of
the couple.

K

“Cinquante ans de sociologie de la sexualité.
Évolution du regard et transformation des comportements
depuis les années 1960”, in Paul Servais, ed., Regard sur la
famille, le couple et la sexualité. Un demi-siècle de mutations,
Academia-L’Harmattan, 2014.

Arnaud Régnier-Loilier,

“Inconsistencies in the Number of Children Reported in
Successive Waves of the French Generation and Gender
Survey”, Population, English Edition, 2014, 69(2).

SEXUAL LIFE AND
UNION FORMATION:
from single to
multiple trajectories

S

exual behaviours and their social significance have
changed considerably since the 1960s, as has the way
they are addressed by sociology. Michel Bozon retraces this
dual history. With the decrease in fertility starting in the
1960s and the generalization of contraception starting in
the 1970s, the link between sexuality and reproduction
was broken.
After the 1970s, sexuality became increasingly detached
from long-term relationships, let alone marriage. In the
2000s, just 10% of women and men began their sexual



THESIS
PRIZE

Sorana Toma received the tenth
Maria Ioannis Baganha award
from IMISCOE for her sociology
thesis on Senegalese migrants, for
which she was hosted by INED.

Researcher at the Fertility,
Family and Sexuality research unit

Following individual trajectories

K

The loosening of the links between sexuality, couples and
procreation has led to a diversification in life histories,
calling for a new survey on couples, their formation and
developments over a lifetime.

Arnaud Régnier-Loilier,

couples,
another demographic
scale

T

he EPIC study on individual and conjugal trajectories
expands upon previous research to shed light on how
couples have changed since 1914. But above all it features innovative content. Numerous changes in lifestyles
(websites and dating apps) and legislation (divorce procedures, same-sex unions and marriage) have occurred over
the last century. So the survey carried out in late 2013
and early 2014 had to do more than simply repeat that of
1959 on the “choice of partner” and that of 1983 on the
“formation of couples”.
One person per residence drawn randomly from across
France – a total of 7,825 women and men aged 26-65 –
responded to the questionnaire. But the EPIC study went
even further by asking the respondent's partner to fill in
an additional, shorter questionnaire. The collection process proved a success, with 3,200 responses from partners.

“The French Gender and Generations survey
(Enquête sur les relations familiales et intergénérationnelles, ERFI) is a multi-wave survey, with
the same people interviewed three times, in 2005,
2008 and 2011. The approach allows us to finely
retrace the chronology of each individual’s life
events (family, occupational, etc.) and look at them
in parallel.
Repeating the same questions also precludes some
of the reporting biases inherent to retrospective
surveys, such as the risk of ex post reconstructions
and memory problems, and allows us to compile
information that is impossible to gather in a retrospective manner (for example, a person cannot be
asked what their opinions or intentions were three
or six years ago). In addition, it can be used as part
of a prospective approach to make comparisons
between stated intentions and actual behaviour.
For example, the ERFI survey makes it possible to
see whether the people planning to have a child “in
the next three years” actually do so, and if not, the
reasons why. And by linking occupational trajectories to births in the life histories of individuals, we
can measure the impact of a period of unemployment on the realization of the parental project.”

The survey covers all types of couples, including those
not living under the same roof. The work also stands out
through its focus on current and past relationships, even if
the respondent is not, or no longer, in a couple (and the reasons why, including a recent separation, the need to remain
free, placing the priority on children). The study will also
contribute to knowledge on non-cohabiting couples.

 http://epic.site.ined.fr/
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DEMOGRAPHIC
QUESTIONS,

policy challenges
Be it in healthcare, social protection and child benefits or infrastructure financing, family
law and the fight against discrimination, the state plays a key role for the populations
concerned. So it is natural for demography to focus on the actions of public authorities,
analysing the results of policies and providing useful information to help guide the
choices of decision makers.

Who will take care of
OUR SENIORS?

S

ome public policies achieve decisive results, but taking
measures contrary to those that have succeeded does
not always have the expected consequences. This is the
case in China.
The first birth control campaign was initiated in 1956,
followed by a second one in 1962, marked by the liberalization of abortion and contraception, and a third in 1973.
Each new campaign was more wide-ranging than the last
because fertility was decreasing at a slow rate, with an average of six children per woman in 1970. A key aspect of

the policy was to encourage people to marry at a later age.
In 1973 the marriage age for women was raised to 23 for
those living in the country and 25 for those living in cities.
A further approach was the strict control of the number of
children, two in the city and three in the country. Ethnic
minorities were not concerned initially. It was only in 1979
that the “single child” policy was adopted and applied in an
extremely rigorous manner.
Combined with the impacts of economic development,
the policy produced results, and perhaps went too far. The

more fragmented timetables than colleagues who carry out
activities less focused on caregiving. This increases the sense
of uncertainty in the profession, as the best-trained employees
are also those who work with the most fragile individuals who
are most likely to no longer need their services when placed in
an institution or hospital, or when they die.

K

Loïc Trabut,

“Aides à domicile : la formation améliore-t-elle l’emploi ?”,
Formation emploi, 127(3), 2014.

Breastfeeding,
FOR HEALTH

T
18

current birth rate of 1.5 children per women is not sufficient to renew the population, and the Chinese population is
ageing at an unprecedented pace. At current rates, the number of economically active individuals able to help finance
care for seniors will be critically low by 2050. Consequently,
the country’s leaders decided to take a partial step backwards
in 2013 by giving couples in which one of the partners is an
only child the possibility to have a second child (previously,
only couples where both partners were an only child had the
right to have a second child).
But unlike the policy of 1979, the current reversal is doomed to fail, says Isabelle Attané. This is because the sociological determinants of fertility have become more important
than the birth control policy, so reversing public policies
does not suffice to reverse behaviour. Today, rising housing
costs, increased job-market insecurity and the high costs
of education and healthcare make it difficult for couples to
have a second child. Without an extremely vigorous social
policy, the easing of the single child policy, initiated timidly
in 2013, will continue to have no visible impact.

K

Isabelle Attané,

“L’enfant chinois est, et restera, unique”, Informations
sociales, 2014/5, 185.

I

n France, the measures taken by the public authorities have consequences on vulnerable individuals.
This is notably the case with the APA personal autonomy
allowance, introduced in 2002, that finances services for
dependent seniors. The allowance influences the definition of the aid provided to individuals through an assistance plan. As Loïc Trabut notes, most of the APA (92% in
2008) is used to pay professionals providing home care.
Public policies also have major consequences for salaried
employees in the sector.
A new diploma, the DEAVS, was introduced in 2002. For
salaried employees (almost exclusively women), the DEAVS
diploma acknowledges the skills they have built up over the
years. It also means slightly higher pay. But DEAVS holders
quite rightly prefer to carry out fewer housework tasks and to
focus on the more rewarding aspects of their work (including
assistance with meals and personal hygiene) that are considered to require more skills. Paradoxically, this hierarchy of
tasks does not lead to an improvement in the working conditions of DEAVS holders. Unlike housework, carried out in the
day over longer time slots, caregiving tasks are, on average,
shorter and tend to be done at the start or end of the day
(for example, helping the individual to get up or go to bed).
Employees responsible for more rewarding activities have

he international conference “Allaitement et pratiques
de sevrage” (Breastfeeding and weaning practices) held
at INED on 25-26 March 2014 helped to shed light on the
diversity of disciplines that have taken an interest in breastfeeding throughout human history. Palaeodemography has
revealed practices as old as the blending of mother’s milk
and cereals in Ancient Greece and Rome (C. Dubois and C.
Rossier) and in the Monts du Lyonnais area in France in the
6th and 7th century A.D. (S. Kaupova and others).
Skeletal remains show that children in Antiquity and the
Early Middle Ages were not weaned before the age of two,
and that breastfeeding sometimes continued until the age of
three or four. The conference organized by Isabelle Séguy
and Estelle Herrscher (CNRS, Aix-Marseille) took a close
look at visual representations, including sculptures from
prehistory, which are important sources for researchers.
At the beginning of the 20th century, institutions and
political leaders began focusing on the issue, with maternity
and child health becoming not just a private concern but a
public one, too. Catherine Rollet compared four approaches
to weaning at the start of the 20th century: that of mothers
and the family, that of physicians, that of baby-food manufacturers (formula milk was invented in the 19th century),
and that of public authorities. These last intervened in a
number of ways, with municipal health offices checking the
quality of milk sold in the 1880s, for example. At the national level, a French law was introduced in 1905 to combat
fraud impacting the quality of formula milk (low fat content
and formalin used as a preservative). Infant health was also
endangered by bottles fitted with flexible tubes, which were
not particularly hygienic but allowed the bottle to be set

down so that babies could feed at leisure. These bottles were
banned by a circular in 1897 and then more formally by a
law introduced in 1910. Less regularly, and during extreme
hot weather, the public authorities intervened by implementing poster campaigns with recommendations on breastfeeding and child health in general.



https://www.ined.fr/fichier/s_rubrique/15381/
colloque_allaitement_depliant.fr.pdf

T

he breastfeeding rate for newborns in France is one of
the lowest in Europe. The objective of the 2011-2015
national nutrition and health programme is to raise that rate
from below 70% to 85%. Not all mothers respond in the
same way to this incentive. This is one of the issues addressed
by the ELFE child cohort study (see page 51) that began in
2011 at 349 of the 544 maternity hospitals in France.
The mothers at the hospitals responded to a detailed
questionnaire, providing a detailed profile of the women
who breastfeed and those who tend not to. Mothers aged
18-24 breastfeed much less than those over 30 (64.5%
compared with 73%). Homemakers and women on maternity leave breastfeed the least (roughly 66% compared with
72% of working mothers). Regarding fathers, women with
partners who are in higher-level occupations (80.1%) or students (77.9%) breastfeed the most.
The survey questionnaire is very complete, covering the
women's living conditions (conjugal status, social category),
their education and their health. Breastfeeding rates are low
among overweight women and those who failed to attend birth
classes, but particularly high (at over 89%) for women born
outside France. Major differences can be observed between
women who smoked over ten cigarettes a day in the last three
months of the pregnancy (40.3% of whom breastfeed) and
those who didn’t smoke (74.6%). Alcohol consumption has
no incidence on the breastfeeding rate, however.
This detailed information gives a clearer picture of the
populations who need to be targeted by awareness-raising
efforts in order to meet the objectives of the national plan.
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“Prévalence de l’allaitement à la maternité selon
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l’accouchement. Résultats de l’enquête Elfe maternité,
France Métropolitaine”, 2011, BEH, 27, 2014.
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EARLY CHILDHOOD,
a national concern
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reastfeeding is sometimes used or promoted as a means
of contraception. Extending the breastfeeding period
spaces births, and the United Nations encourages the practice in high-fertility countries to reduce completed fertility
(see page 9). While the effect of breastfeeding on fecundity
is common knowledge in all societies, it is often not known
that the contraceptive effect disappears if breastfeeding is
not continuous and on demand.
In France, the predominant contraceptive model is entirely different – and highly medicated. French governments
have regularly encouraged contraception since the 1980s
through information campaigns, funding for family planning centres and the reimbursement of some birth control
pills. For the Fecond survey team, the rate of unwanted
pregnancies is the best indicator of the effectiveness of
family planning policies.
Three main trends can be observed between 1973 and
1999: the age at the first birth has increased (from around
24 years to nearly 28), the ideal number of children has
not changed (between 2.4 and 2.5) and the use of effective
birth control methods has become widespread (hormone
treatment, IUDs and sterilization). At the same time, while
49% of all pregnancies in 1975 were unwanted, the proportion was only 35% in 2007.

Faced with an unwanted pregnancy, women aged 18-29
increasingly choose abortion (44% in 1975, 60% in 2007).
In contrast, among women over 30 in the same situation,
the proportion who abort fell from 74% in 1978-1982 to
54% in 2005-2009.
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Nathalie Bajos, Mireille Le Guen, Aline
Bohet, Henri Panjo, Caroline Moreau and the
FECOND group,

“Effectiveness of Family Planning Policies: The Abortion
Paradox”, PloS One, 9(3), March 2014.

PRIX
Mylène Rouzaud-Cornabas, a PhD
student in the Gender and Sexual and
Reproductive Health team, won the
European Society of Contraception
award for her oral presentation on the
consequences of the 2013 pill scare.

ublic policies have two approaches for providing childcare to young children in collective structures. The first
is to favour the creation of daycare centres. The second
is to allocate existing slots, either giving priority to certain populations or on a random basis. At the birth of their
child, one-third of parents want to enrol them in a daycare centre. But only a minority of parents use this form
of childcare; up to the age of two and a half, parental care
remains the majority practice. The most common form
of non-family care is the childminder – daycare centres
account for no more than 20% of care places.
Daycare centres are few and far between in rural environments and most common in Paris, with 38 places per
100 children aged under three. Some children are more
frequently accepted into daycare centres, including twins,
third and fourth children, and children born in the spring.
Being a single parent does not procure privileged access to
daycare enrolment, but unemployed mothers more often
have a place than those who are in work. Mothers liable
to leave employment are favoured, against a backdrop of
uneven geographical care provision that is unable to meet
demand.
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“Who are the children enrolled in French daycare
centres”, Population and Societies, 514, September 2014.

forms, including direct financial aid, in-kind aid, and tax
breaks. Independently of the chosen method, an objective common to most western countries is to offset the
difference in the standard of living between families with
children and those without. Following the 2008 financial
crisis, the number of people receiving means-tested support has increased sharply.
Between 2007 and 2010, the share of national wealth
devoted to these policies increased as a whole. In the UK,
and even more so in Ireland, the increase was extremely
strong, outstripping France for the share of wealth devoted
to these policies (4.5% of GDP in 2010 compared with 4%
in France).
The crisis has led governments to adapt their policies.
In France, where the objective is to eliminate the deficit in
the family branch of the social security system by 2017,
the new priorities are to develop care services and focus
aid on the most disadvantaged households. To that end,
the government has lowered the income threshold above
which a family may no longer benefit from tax reductions,
while increasing support to the lowest-income families.
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Olivier Thévenon, Willem Adema, Nabil Ali,

“Family policy in France and Europe: recent changes
and effects of the crisis”, Population & Societies, 512, June
2014.

O

ne reason given by parents for enrolling their
children in daycare is that they will be in the company of other children and learn a sense of community.
Researchers also pay close attention to the socialization of
children, for example through the social construction of
gender identities.
To examine this question, Olivia Samuel and Carole
Brugeilles used data from the ELFE study, but also met with
18 families and interviewed them several times during the
first three years of their child’s life. To understand gendered
educational models, they addressed a variety of topics ranging from washing infants to choosing their clothes.

I

n Europe, family policies have different priorities from
one country to the next. These policies take different

Distinction

Henri Leridon was elected Correspondent Fellow of the British Academy in
July 2014. An Emeritus Research Director,
he acts as scientific advisor to the entire
ELFE project.
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types of discrimination and their interplay. The decision to
not study different forms of discrimination in isolation is
underpinning a growing amount of research.
In the case of a survey carried out with employees of
the City of Paris, the results of which were presented by

Patrick Simon,

Research director
Co-head of the International
Migration and Minorities unit
The state of play on
integration policies in Europe
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Political decisions
TO ADDRESS
INEQUALITIES

A

ccess to drinking water is more a question of health
than comfort. Our health, and particularly that of
children, depends on it. But a clean source of water is not
enough, as sources of recontamination are legion, so care
has to be taken to eliminate waste and evacuate waste
water. The public authorities are working on this issue at
two levels. First, by building or promoting infrastructure
(including sewage networks), and second, by regulating
tariffs. For some disadvantaged populations, the problem
is not a lack of access to water but its exorbitant cost.
As shown by Lionel Kesztenbaum and Jean-Laurent
Rosenthal, the work of public authorities has consequences
on health inequalities, with the most affluent populations
being the first to receive favourable infrastructures. Data
gathered on the 80 districts of Paris provide a detailed
view of mortality between 1880 and 1914. The period saw
intense debate on who would shoulder the cost of new
Parisian infrastructure, but the city finally decided on a
main drainage system in 1894. However, the installation of

that system was a very gradual, and often unequal, process.
The share of buildings connected to the system increased
much faster in well-off arrondissements than in poor areas
(in 1900, more than half of the buildings in the 8th arrondissement were connected compared with less than onefifth of those in the 13th). Turn-of-the-century Paris shows
how the improvement of infrastructure benefits different
social categories in an uneven manner. For the city as a
whole, legislation improved the health of the inhabitants
and helped to reduce mortality. But on a finer scale, the disparities between districts and social groups grew wider. At
the turn of the century, hygiene improvement policies did
not benefit all Parisians in the same way, predominantly
favouring high-income populations in the best-served
areas.
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Income versus Sanitation ; Mortality Decline in Paris, 18801914, Paris School of Economics Working Papers, 2014-26.

F

rench law forbids discrimination on the basis of origin,
sex, religion, skin colour and sexual orientation, among
other characteristic. The DIM research group on “Gender,
Inequality and Discrimination” co-chaired by Patrick Simon,
organized a conference on the combined effects of different

“The process of harmonizing integration policies was
initiated at the European level by the Tampere European
Council meeting in 1999 and the establishment of ‘common principles’ for the integration of immigrants in 2004.
A number of programmes were subsequently launched
to build a common approach to a subject addressed in
very different manners by long-standing immigration
countries (Western and Northern Europe) and more
recent ones (Southern Europe), and above all between
countries favouring assimilation, such as France, and
those valuing multiculturalism, such as Sweden, the UK
and the Netherlands. The main resources of integration
policies are language training, to help immigrants master the language of the destination country, and social
support programmes for newly arrived immigrants in
housing, employment, education and access to rights.
The objective is generally to increase the autonomy of
immigrants while encouraging them to adopt the standards and values of the destination country. This last
and highly subjective point has assumed growing importance in European societies, which are insecure about
their own cohesion and concerned about the changes
resulting from long-term settlement of immigrants. As
a result, integration policies have become much more
coercive, with the introduction of tests to measure language proficiency and the required adoption of cultural
norms for access to certain rights. Obtaining residency
is now subject to ‘proof of integration’, and naturalization procedures have become more stringent.”

Mireille Eberhard, discrimination linked to sex and origin
tend to overlap, but not systematically. Women as a whole
are less likely to have an upward occupational trajectory.
Women immigrants from Africa or the Maghreb countries
are held back in their careers to a greater extent than men
of the same origin and are faced with an accumulation of
disadvantages. This is also true for people from the French
overseas territories, though the difference between the
sexes is less marked. However, this dual effect is not observed for the descendants of immigrants.

"

“L’intersectionnalité en pratiques : disciplines,
méthodes et enquêtes”, Ardis study day, 14 November
2014.

A

s part of its participation in the future Campus
Condorcet (see page 48), INED co-organized two
study days on political economy in the Enlightenment
(“L’économie politique des Lumières : entre pratiques
et representations”) in April and May. The aim of the
workshops was to discuss the work of researchers from
several countries and with different scientific cultures.
Historians and economists compared their knowledge on
the theoreticians of political economy in the 18th century,
including Turgot, Franklin and Silhouette, and on government practices (tax, statute labour) and cultural perceptions. Sophus Reinert from Harvard Business School looked
at the international dissemination of Benjamin Franklin’s
The Way to Wealth.
Christine Théré focused on the Académie de Lyon
learned society, to which La Michodière, a high-ranking
civil servant, sent tables drawn up on the basis of parish
registers in Normandy. In 1764 La Michodière called on the
young scientist La Tourette to continue the same inquiry in
the Lyon region. At the time, the state was unable to establish a precise population count, let alone measure population growth. La Michodière’s goal was for the Académie
de Lyon to become a sort of laboratory of population trends
(for example, the number of marriages, births and deaths).
Abbé Lacroix, a member of the Académie, patiently undertook the work of analysing 25 years of registers (17501774). He highlighted the higher number of baptisms than
deaths and was impressed by the number of people who
lived to be over 100 years old (47 of whom died in the
period concerned), a sign of the cleanliness of the city of
Lyon. He also observed that poverty was an important factor in excess mortality.
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COPING WITH

the risks of existence
Individual trajectories do not always play out as expected, be it in terms
of occupational or residential ambitions, health, or the desire to have
children. Demography pays close attention to the risks of existence,
both individual and collective.

MORTALITY
HAS FALLEN SINCE 1950
but for whom?

M

ortality fell considerably in the 20th century in western countries, but the decrease was neither regular
nor continuous. Demographers are working to understand
the main factors behind these decreases and their interruptions, notably by distinguishing between the “period” and
“cohort” factors related to differences between successive
generations. The similarity in male mortality trends since
1950 in the 30 countries studied (on several continents) is

striking, with a major trend shift occurring in the late 1960s
or early 1970s. The turning point, marking the resumption
or acceleration of the mortality decline for all ages over 40,
was observed in 1968 in the USA and Switzerland, 1971 in
Spain and Iceland, and 1974 in France and New Zealand.
But it occurred later in Ireland, for example (1985), while
most countries of the former Soviet Union have remained on
the margins of progress.

THESIS
PRIZE

Joanie Cayouette-Remblière’s PhD in
sociology on the educational trajectories of working-class children won the
Louis Cros prize, awarded by a jury from
the Institut de France.
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The trend was not the same for men and women.
Female mortality has fallen continuously and regularly
since 1950 with practically no interruptions. In contrast,
male cardiovascular mortality, much higher than that of
women, fell sharply in most western countries starting
in 1970. Improved medical knowledge of these pathologies had two consequences: the preventive measures and
treatments developed in this period either warded off such
diseases or made them less life-threatening. Campaigns
on the health risks of smoking changed the behaviour of
men. The greatest difference between women and men is
in smoking-related cancers, as women started smoking
later and, unlike men, have yet to substantially moderate
their tobacco consumption.
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Nadine Ouellette, Magali Barbieri,
John R. Wilmoth,

“Period-based mortality change: Turning points in trends
since 1950”, Population and Development Review, Vol. 40,
No. 1.

Work as a
HEALTH HAZARD?

T

he share of employees on temporary contracts (fixedterm, temp, apprenticeship, internship) has increased
in France in the last 25 years, but little is known about the
health risks linked to flexible employment. A survey was
carried out with 8,000 households in the Lorraine region

in 1996. The respondents were followed for a period of
13 years to analyse mortality related to the employment
situation at the time of the survey. After controlling for age
and occupational category, unemployed men and those on
temporary contracts appear, for the period concerned, to
have a risk of death respectively four and two times higher
than that of men on permanent contracts. The excess risk
concerns deaths from cardiovascular disease in particular
and can be explained in part by the poor health and more
frequent tobacco and alcohol consumption in the two
groups at the start of the study.
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“Mortality gradient across the labour market coreperiphery structure: a 13-year mortality follow-up
study in north-eastern France”, International Archives of
Occupational and Environmental Health, 87 (7), 2014.

WHEN BODY
AND MIND
are out of phase

T

he study of trends in mortality by cause draws on the
information provided by physicians on death certificates. In countries using certificates based on the model
recommended by the World Health Organization, the certificate includes detailed information on the chain of causes
leading to death, from the “underlying” cause to the direct
cause. With the lengthening of life expectancy, deaths are
increasingly occurring among people whose age makes it
difficult to pinpoint a single cause of death. Consequently,
recent studies use all the causes listed on the death certificate. This was true of this study of death from Parkinson’s,
Alzheimer’s and other forms of dementia (in the medical
sense) in late old age – diseases with serious consequences
on the quality of life and the autonomy of tens of millions
of people worldwide.
The study compares France and Italy. On the basis of
the underlying cause of death, mortality from Parkinson’s
disease is higher in France than in Italy. The situation
could result from a lesser propensity to select this disease
as the underlying cause of death in Italy (one in three) than
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in France (one in two). That mechanism fails to explain
the higher mortality from Alzheimer’s disease observed in
France. In the two countries, when Alzheimer’s is marked
on the certificate, it is as the underlying cause of death
in six out of ten cases. Differences in diagnosis of the
disease are more likely to be at play. The study shows that
Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s are very often associated with
other diseases or “health events” characteristic of the loss
of autonomy or the fragility of the individuals in question, such as respiratory or urinary infections, nutritional
deficiencies, bedsores, choking on food, and falls.
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“Mortality from Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease
and dementias in France and Italy: a comparison using
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and Health, 26(2), 2014
To the socioeconomic factors affecting the health of individuals, a geographical factor can be added in the event of
natural or man-made disasters.

Under the
CHERNOBYL CLOUD

T

he breakdown of deaths by cause varies according to
the region in which an individual lives. On 5 December,
Svitlana Poniakina defended her PhD thesis in demography on regional disparities in mortality in Ukraine and
their trends between 1988 and 2010. Three major causes
of death sketch out different maps. The map of death from
cancer is fragmented, while violent deaths are much more
frequent in the west than the east of the country. The capital, Kiev, is among the least affected regions, and generally
speaking the health situation is better in the large cities.
Cardiovascular disease is responsible for 60-70% of
deaths, and is particularly prevalent in the north and some
regions of the south. The lack of financial resources and the
absence of a rigorous healthcare policy have prevented the
country from achieving the major advances made in western countries in the late 20th century (see above).
Particular attention was paid to the consequences of
the accident at the Chernobyl nuclear plant located near
the northern border 100 km from Kiev. In the new city
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of Slavutych created to house the inhabitants of the main
affected area in 1986, cancers and endocrine diseases are
more frequent than in other cities of Ukraine with comparable socioeconomic profiles.
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The upheavals of
WORLD WAR I

T

he centenary year of the start of the First World War
was an opportunity to examine the considerable demographic consequences of the conflict.
The generation that fought in the war had suffered
major losses before the conflict began. A full 28% of the
generation born in 1894 had already died, mainly from
infectious diseases in infancy. The war took a third of the
men that had survived until that point, and in 1918 fewer
than half of the men born in 1894 were still alive (48%).

he figures have now been established with a satisfactory degree of certainty, although measuring the number of deaths directly attributable to the war is not an easy
task, as millions of soldiers wounded during the war died
from their injuries after the fighting ended.
Special expertise had to be developed for this purpose.
Jacques Vallin has examined the question in a number of
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Most of the war dead were soldiers, and thus young men.
The deficit of births resulting from the war is estimated at
one million. The accumulation of these factors accelerated
the ageing of the French population, which in 1939 was
the oldest on the planet.
The population pyramid bears the mark of these “depleted cohorts” (the years in which the number of births was
exceptionally low), affecting women as much as they did
men. Losses from fighting can be detected in the numerical imbalance between women and men. In differing proportions, the two World Wars made sizeable dents in the
French population pyramid. The scars caused by World
War I are disappearing today after having marked the pyramid for nearly 100 years.
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Researcher in the Identities
and Territories unit

The displaced people
of the Algerian war

“During the Algerian war – or the War of Independence
from an Algerian standpoint – the French authorities
created camps to group local populations and prevent
them from supporting members of the National
Liberation Army (Armée de libération nationale
– ALN).
Interviews were carried out and filmed in 2014 with
former displaced people in the Cherchell arrondissement, a mountainous area 100 km from Algiers on
the Mediterranean where a maquis was organized in
1956. In 1958 the French army began evacuating the
entire population of seven douars (a group of rural
residences), women, men, children and the elderly
included, and grouping them in camps to keep them
under surveillance. Some of the camps set up in the
mountains, such as Ghardous and Tazrout, were built
around existing residences and thus on land belonging
to local populations. In contrast, the camps on the coast
were built from scratch on the land of settlers, as at
Novi and Fontaine-Du-Génie. Government archives
mentioned some 13 camps in the Cherchell arrondissement. The 21,996 people moved to these camps
accounted for a little over 30% of the inhabitants of
the arrondissement in 1960. The mountainous regions
were all subject to the same measures.”

studies on several different wars, notably World War I. A
selection of his papers are brought together in a collection
of previously published texts edited by INED.
In 1916, Charles Gide published in La revue international de sociologie an initial estimate of how the population might regenerate after the losses of the war. But all
the other scientific work published in this collection was
produced more recently. The losses stemming from the war
take up a large part of the publication, although some texts
also address the effects of the war on fertility and nuptiality.
As stressed by Louis Henry in 1966, the many war
deaths skewed the sex ratio. But the percentage of women
remaining single until age 50 did not increase proportionally to those losses. Drawing on the data, Henry rejected his initial assumption whereby more women remained
single because of the war.
Four mechanisms offset the shortage of men. The effect
of the deficit was practically cancelled out by a sharp rise in
the marriage of young men aged 15-19 with women aged
over 20. The other three mechanisms were a decline in male
singlehood, marriages of women with foreign men, and,
to a lesser extent, the remarriage of female divorcees and
widows. In short, the war reduced the risk of singlehood
for men and changed the characteristics of couples who
married.
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Bouleversements démographiques de la Grande Guerre,
edited by Jean-Marc Rohrbasser, INED, 2014.

RESIDENTIAL

vulnerability

T

he work of researchers is nourished by a number
of partnerships (see page 46). As part of the French
REHAL research network on habitat and housing, Pascale
Dietrich-Ragon leads a workshop focused on “residential
vulnerability”.
The concept refers to the processes whereby individuals
find themselves in unsatisfactory housing situations, characterized by lack of amenities, insalubrity, lack of tenancy
protection, payment difficulties, and territorial relegation/
ghettoization. It also takes account of the context, public
policies and the property market.
Two workshop study days were organized at INED. The
event on 7 February primarily featured dialogue between
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for men
and women,
different risks?

E

30

researchers on the methods and practical questions
encountered in the field. For example, the difficulty for
Véronique Duponet (IRD) working in Delhi consisted in
finding inhabitants from a recently demolished shanty. The
study day also focused on presenting results to the media.
The study day on 5 December looked at different forms
of “illegal” residence, for example shanty towns and squats.
But the question of legality also applies to other situations,
such as the occupancy of very run-down dwellings whose
occupants are “tricked” and exploited. In addition, light
and mobile residences such as yurts raise questions of
interpretation as to their legality under French law.

 http://rehal.fr

PREVENTING
pregnancies

I

n March 2013 the French government stopped reimbursing third- and fourth-generation birth control pills
following controversy over their side-effects. A number of
women changed birth control methods between 2010 and

2013, as revealed by the Fecond study carried out by INED
and INSERM every three years. The changes mainly took
the form of a decline in the use of the third- and fourth-
generation pills – by as much as 21 percentage points
among women aged 25-29. Only a part of these women
switched to first- and second-generation pills, with others
preferring condoms only, IUDs or other methods.
Some 77% of women and 56% of men knew about the
pill scare, and the image of birth control pills as a whole
suffered from the polemic. Among the women liable to use
contraception, 41% chose the pill (all types combined) in
2013 compared with 50% in 2010.
Debate on the medical risks of certain types of
contraception has accentuated the change in the contraceptive land
scape, as oral contraception had already been
on the decline since the 2000s. However, the number of
women using no method of contraception remains low, at
3.1% among women aged 15- 49.
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“The French pill scare: towards a new contraceptive
model?”, Population & Societies, 511, May 2014.

xcess male mortality exists at all adult ages, especially
in the event of armed conflict. While the individuals
killed and injured in wars are mainly men (see above),
other risks impact women more specifically. Gender in
equalities cut across all swaths of society, playing out at
school and work and in sexuality, violence and health. In
school, mathematics course books show stereotyped characters. Women are mainly shown in domestic spheres or
in much less varied occupational activities than the male
characters.
Gender inequalities are also found in the economic
sphere. While girls are more educated than boys on average, they are less often hired on permanent contracts
and more often unemployed. Seven years after leaving the
education system in 1998, a larger share of women were
working part-time than men (12% versus 1%). These combined inequalities contribute to a difference in pay between
the two sexes. In economic terms, being a woman is a
disadvantage (see page 54).
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“A demographic perspective on gender inequality”,
Population & Societies, 517, December 2014.
Scientific research is also subject to a form of risk – that of
inaccuracy and imprecision.

Calculating and
miscalculating
MORTALITY

I

n some countries, civil registration is incomplete. When
some deaths go unrecorded, it is hard to know who is
dying, at which ages and as a result of which causes. To
overcome this problem, siblings' survival histories were
developed, in which a sample of the population is asked
about their siblings. Respondents are asked to list all their

brothers and sisters, the age of each, or, for deceased
siblings, the age at death as well as the year and cause of
death. But even when asked about close family members,
respondents still make – perfectly honest – mistakes. The
information about siblings from survival histories is there
fore not entirely reliable (see also p. 33). Respondents simply “forget” about some of their siblings.
A survey was conducted in 2010 in the Bandafassi region
of Senegal to measure these reporting errors. The population of the region has been covered by a demographic surveillance system for 40 years, which means that complete
information is available on the births and deaths that have
occurred over this period, and on every individual's siblings.
In the 2010 “blind” survey, a sample of 268 adult women
were asked about their siblings; their reports were subsequently compared with available demographic information.
The results showed that respondents omitted 9% of
their sisters who survived to adulthood, whether currently
alive or deceased, as well as many of their brothers and sisters who died in childhood. These omissions can be attributed to various factors. Siblings who had the same father
as the respondent, as well as siblings who died recently,
were less likely to be forgotten. Conversely, mistakes were
more frequently made by women who had migrated from
their village of origin. Respondents also tended to underestimate the ages of their elder sisters.
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Stéphane Helleringer, Gilles Pison, Almamy
M. Kanté, Géraldine Duthé, Armelle Andro,

“Reporting Errors in Siblings’ Survival Histories and
Their Impact on Adult Mortality Estimates: Results From
a Record Linkage Study in Senegal”, Demography, 51(2),
April 2014.
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Dedicated
teams

I
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SURVEYS
for research
The development of surveys based on original methods and raising
new research questions has been the hallmark of INED since the
institute was founded. The quality of INED's data and expertise is
internationally recognized.

n addition to designing, implementing and processing
data from its own surveys, INED contributes to surveys
developed by other organizations. The methodological
expertise of the Institute's researchers and research support
officers is widely recognized.
INED has a dedicated Surveys department of some
twenty people, who contribute to the successful implementation and processing of the Institute's surveys. In
2014, the department was directly involved in 15 surveys.
A great deal of meticulous work, unseen by the public,
takes place before survey data can be processed statistically.
The implementation of a survey requires detailed practical
organization, which includes defining the optimum protocol to ensure a sufficient response rate and data quality.
After collection, the data must be “cleansed” by means of
various checks. This includes eliminating inconsistencies
(e.g. a respondent who reports the ages of her children
cannot appear elsewhere as never having had children).
After these checks, the Surveys department processes the
non-responses statistically and makes the data available
to researchers on request. The scientific community can
access most of the 200 or more surveys conducted by
INED since it was founded.
The Statistical Methods department also plays an essential role. The department is tasked with providing assistance and training for researchers in statistical methods
useful for their work, particularly in data analysis, advising them on the most appropriate methods and training
courses, assisting them with their analyses and maintaining
a methodology watch.
The Statistical Methods specialists keep abreast of methodological developments and run training sessions for researchers, PhD students and research professionals throughout
the year. The Statistical Methods department also provides
assistance with statistical analysis software (SAS, Stata and
R), as well as expertise and advice at every stage of data analysis, from data validation and structuring to the publication
of results. Few research support services in France boast this
level of expertise.

The Statistical Methods engineers are specialized in innovative methods of analysis. They have developed competencies
in event history analysis, multi-level analysis, statistical text
analysis, social sequence analysis, and social network analysis.
Their expertise contributes actively to scientific output, often
through joint publications with the researchers. These techniques have also been disseminated through training sessions
at higher education institutions, including France's National
School of Statistics and Information Analysis (ENSAI),
the Study Centre for Economics Programmes (CEPE), the
Ministry of Higher Education, Provence University, and PhD
programmes.
These activities take place within a broader framework,
through collaboration with professional bodies, such as the
French Statistical Society, and networks of social scientists,
such as the MATE-SHS Network on methods, analysis, fields
and surveys in the social and human sciences.

 http://www.ined.fr/en/#r108

RESEARCH FUNDING
at INED

I

NED is one of several public research institutes in
France, alongside INSERM, CNRS and INRA. More than
three-quarters of its funding comes from France's national
budget, approved by parliament each year.
INED is also entitled to attract financing from other
sources for specific projects. This self-financing may come
from public organizations, such as regional councils or ministerial departments interested in a particular research theme,
or the national child protection agency (ONED). Funding
may also come from the private sector, such as the AXA or
Mutualité Française insurance companies, under contracts
that set forth the respective obligations of the parties, protect
the confidentiality of the data, and guarantee the independence of the researchers.
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In addition, scientific research is increasingly funded
through national, European and international calls for projects. Every year, the European Union sets themes under
which research projects can be funded. Teams from eligible
countries submit detailed applications, some of which will
be selected for funding after scientific evaluation. Project
funding has become the modus operandi in all countries.
Within France, the French National Research Agency is the
main provider of project funding (see inset).

Multi-mode
SURVEYs

I
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n order to reach as many different people as possible, a
survey may be administered in more than one way, e.g.
by telephone and online. Each mode has different advantages and disadvantages. For example, using mobile phone
numbers rather than landlines is more likely to include
people living in retirement homes or homeless people. To
avoid using a random sample in which minority groups
may be under-represented, or to supplement such a random sample, researchers may use special-interest or community websites to contact the target population directly.
This may be done if they are seeking to include a significant number of, say, students, or gay people, or deaf
people, in the survey. Moreover, to accommodate visually
and aurally impaired respondents, the survey instructions
and questionnaires must be offered in accessible formats.
Multi-mode surveys are usually more expensive to implement, but they capture population diversity more fully.

RECEIVING AN
ANONYMOUS TEXT
message
on your phone

T

his year, a number of people in France were surprised
to receive a text message on their mobile phones inviting them to take part in a survey, with a link to a website.
It was not a scam, but a serious scientific study. But how
were the phone numbers selected?

No worries on that score: INED did not have access to
telephone subscriber databases; instead, a computer randomly dialled sequences of 10-digit numbers beginning
with 06 or 07 (the mobile prefix in France). When any
of the sequences turned out to be a mobile phone number in service, the subscriber received a text message. This
method is new to the public in France but meets a real
need. Some population groups – residents of institutions,
itinerant workers and homeless people – do not have landline telephones. This random method of contacting people
allows for a more inclusive sample of respondents.

Large-scale
collaboration

F

or a major survey like EPIC (see p. 13) or Virage,
the INED teams work with a large number of external partners. Virage is overseen by a steering committee
consisting of scientists from French and international universities (Brussels, Trieste and Geneva) and representatives
of 17 public bodies, including ministerial departments,
inter-ministerial delegations, the French child protection
agency (Observatoire national de l’enfance en danger,
ONED) and UN Women.
More than ten charities are also represented because
of their invaluable experience in working with the victims
and perpetrators of violence. The design and method of
each survey are tailored to the specifics of the topic they
cover.
The Elfe project, which follows a cohort of children (see
p. 51), is one of a kind. It is overseen jointly by INSERM,
the French blood transfusion agency (Établissement français du sang) and INED, which is coordinating the project
and hosting the permanent staff. The project monitors the
living conditions and development of 18,300 children born
in mainland France in 2011, from birth until the age of 20.
Some 80 research teams are participating in the project,
organized into 20 theme-based working groups focusing
on areas such as economic welfare/vulnerability, nutrition/
metabolism, and education.

 www.elfe-france.fr/index.php/en/r


The French National
Research Agency (anr)

A unique source of funding
The French National Research Agency
(Agence nationale de la recherche,
ANR) was established in 2005 on the
model of similar institutions in other
countries. The ANR is an independent
body that allocates project funding
across all academic disciplines, from
particle physics to sociology of the
family. The ANR's budget comes from
the French state, but projects are selected for funding on the basis of a scientific
review. Each year, several hundred million euros are allocated to projects selected by independent panels on the basis
of their scientific merit and the priorities
defined in the ANR's action plan.

A SURVEY
on violence

T

he first major survey on violence against women in France
– ENVEFF – was conducted in 1999,
offering valuable insights into the mechanism of violence and the experience of
victims. In 2014, INED launched a new survey on an even
larger scale. The aim is to survey more than 25,000 people
aged 20-69. The respondents are men and women, selected randomly.
The questions relate to violence experienced over the
respondents' lifetimes, as well as its impact on health.
The survey is supported by 15 partners, notably France's
Ministry of Women's Rights.

 http://virage.site.ined.fr/

IMPROVING
data quality

I

n addition to producing and publishing new findings,
the role of INED, as a leading demographic research
centre, is to contribute to improving research methods.
How can data quality be improved in countries with
inadequate statistics? The question is particularly relevant in the case of survey data collected to compensate
for incomplete civil records. Demographic and Health
Surveys, conducted across the world for many years
now, collect information about respondents' siblings in
order to estimate adult mortality, particularly maternal
mortality (see p. 29). But respondents sometimes omit
some of their siblings, particularly those who have died.
In order to overcome that problem, a team tested a new
model of questionnaire that uses a “calendar” of events
in which siblings were involved. The trial was conducted in Senegal on the population of the Niakhar Health
and Demographic Surveillance System, with convincing
results. Using the new siblings' survival calendar (SSC)
method, sisters who died in adulthood are less frequently
omitted (90% are reported with the method, compared
with only 76% with the traditional questionnaire). The
new method uses memory stimulation, particularly
by reminding the respondent of the names of reported
siblings, and by focusing on memories of shared experiences, which are easier to date.
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S. Helleringer, G. Pison, B. Masquelier,
A-M. Kante, L. Douillot et al.,

“Improving the Quality of Adult Mortality Data Collected in
Demographic Surveys: Validation Study of a New Siblings’
Survival Questionnaire in Niakhar, Senegal”, PLOS Med,
11(5), 2014.

P

atrick Festy, Joëlle Gaymu and Marc Thévenin have
examined a specific aspect of survey methods: is there
a difference in the data collected when the respondent is
interviewed alone or in the presence of his/her partner? The
survey consisted of questions about household finances
and the data used came from Wave 1 of the ERFI survey,
the French version of the Generations and Gender Surveys
(see p. 13), conducted in 2005.
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The sample consisted of 2,471 couples, in which the
respondent was aged 50-79. An original feature of this
survey was that the interviewer was instructed to record
at five points during the interview whether a third person
took part or was present (often this third person went in
and out of the room).
The first observation was that women were more frequently interviewed alone, since their male partner was
only present in 37% of cases, compared with 53% of
men interviewed in the presence of their female partner.
Although there was no gender difference in the responses
for the sample as a whole – roughly 27% of men and
women reported having difficulty making ends meet –
the interview conditions had an impact on the reports.
Women reported financial difficulty less frequently than
men when interviewed alone, and more frequently when
their partner was present.

K
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“Assessing the Household's Financial Situation, Alone
with the Interviewe or in the Partner's Presence”, Population,
English Edition, 69(1), 2014.

increases over the life span. These advanced comparisons
contribute to knowledge about the mechanisms of ageing.

K

Owen R. Jones et alii,

“Diversity of ageing across the tree of life”, Nature, 505,
January 2014.



Lionel Kesztenbaum,
Researcher with the History
and Populations Research Unit

Can we study the demography
of past populations?
“That is the aim of historical demography, a relatively
new discipline (it emerged in the 1950s), which uses
various methods to reconstitute the characteristics (fertility, mortality, etc.) and evolution of past populations from
37

historical sources. So we can indeed study their demogra-

COMPARATIVE
MORTALITY
of species

C

arlo Giovanni Camarda, a researcher at INED, is no
stranger to mathematical models. With an international
team, he has published an article on the diversity of ageing
across the tree of life in the prestigious journal Nature. All
life forms can be studied from a demographic perspective,
whether mammals, invertebrates or plants; fertility, mortality and ageing are not exclusive to human beings. In order
to compare the 46 species of interest, the data first had to be
standardized, since the reproductive period does not begin
at the same stage in the life cycle for all species.
The key idea of the paper is the extreme diversity
across life forms. Hydra, a genus of tiny freshwater animals, are unusually constant. It is estimated that in a predator-free environment, 5% of a population could survive
more than 1,400 years, and hydra remain fertile until
death. Unlike humans, whose fertility reaches a peak
then diminishes to zero in mid-life, in species such as
the agave, a plant found in hot climates, fertility steadily

phy. Moreover, research in this field even quite common
across the world, since we find historical demographers
from China to Brazil via Egypt and most of Europe.
There are an enormous number and variety of sources
available for studying past populations, but they are unevenly distributed over time and space. There are many
more sources and they are more reliable in Europe and
Asia than in Africa. This results in obvious biases (there
is more research on regions and periods for which data
are abundant and easily accessible). This bias should not
be overestimated, however, since the ingenuity of historical demographers can often compensate for the paucity
of data. The recent development – in the past 20 years –

CONTRIBUTING

to scientific life

of large-scale historical individual surveys has changed
the situation by considerably expanding opportunities
for analysis at the individual level, in terms of both the
quantity and the diversity of the information available,
since a study may include socioeconomic characteristics,
or information about the family or the local environment,
for example.”

As the largest demographic research institute in Europe,
INED plays an important role in scientific life through its
dynamic scientific activity and its involvement in research
organizations at home and around the world.

O
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rganizing conferences and meetings or finding speakers for regular seminars are research-related activities
that form the backdrop to the practice of research. It is vital
for researchers to be able to exchange information in settings
of varying formality.
A total of 70 seminars were held at INED in 2014.
These included “les lundis de l’Ined” (INED Monday
seminars) a longstanding tradition at the Institute. Every
Monday, except public holidays, a scientific seminar
open to the public is held in the Alfred Sauvy Room at
INED. The seminar is an opportunity to disseminate new
research findings, and is sometimes held in English. Each
session is divided into three parts. After the guest speaker's presentation, a pre-arranged discussant responds
with constructive criticism. This is followed by a Q&A
with the audience, made up mainly of academics, researchers and students.
Other seminars and scientific meetings are intended
for more specialized audiences, such as the sessions on
applied statistics organized by the Statistical Methods
department. The research units and thematic research
groups also hold frequent seminars. Most of these are
one-off events, with the exception of the series of round
table seminars on women and housing organised by the
Mobility, Housing and Social Networks Research Unit in
2014 (see inset).

EVALUATION
and expertise

I

NED researchers and research support staff fulfilled a
combined total of 568 scientific roles outside INED in
2014. That exceptionally high number for an institute of
this size attests to the recognition and appreciation of the
expertise of its members.
Research-related activities encompassed 177 roles,
from membership of steering committees, scientific boards
and committees to organization of conferences.
Peer review is the rule for scholars. Most publications,
participation in conferences and other activities are subject to approval from colleagues. While all scientists are
evaluated, not all have the competencies required to be an
evaluator. Between competitive exam and PhD examination panels, scientific committees and other bodies, INED
researchers took part in 125 evaluation roles.

AWARD

Anne Lambert,

Researcher with the Mobility,
Housing and Social Networks
Research Unit
Thérèse Locoh was the recipient of the
2014 Laureate Award, bestowed by the
International Union for the Scientific Study
of Population (IUSSP) for lifetime achievement and outstanding contributions to
the advancement of population sciences.
An Africa specialist, Thérèse pioneered
the development of gender studies in
demography.

Why run a roundtable series
on women and housing?
“This series of seminars on women and housing was inaugurated at an introductory roundtable on 22 May 2014,
by Susanna Magri (CNRS, CSU) and Michel Bozon
(INED). The roundtables have since been held monthly
at INED.
Forty years after the first feminist studies ‘politicized
the personal’, the role of housing in creating a power
relationship between men and women is no longer in
question. The aim of these roundtables is to analyse how
housing is involved in (re)producing gender identities
and redefining the power relationship between men and
women in contemporary French society, through various
dimensions (symbolic, legal, economic and material).
A roundtable series has several advantages over other
formats. Firstly, organizing a cycle of events makes it
possible to address different dimensions of housing and
gender inequality, by inviting specialists from different
fields to discuss common themes. Secondly, the roundtable format is ideal for explaining the empirical foundations of research and developing scientific argument in
all its complexity, unlike shorter formats, which do not
always allow sufficient time. Thirdly, we hope the series
will initiate a lasting collaborative research dynamic.
The roundtable discussions, which are attended by a core
group of participants, plus newcomers with each theme,
have already been productive. The roundtable seminars are open to researchers, PhD students and other
members of the scientific community. Others concerned
by these issues, such as town planners and experts, may
also register to attend free of charge.”

Lastly, publishing is central to scientific research. Many
researchers sit on the editorial committees of journals or
collections, edit thematic issues or evaluate articles and
manuscripts submitted for peer review. In the latter case,
standard practice is double-blind peer review: the identities of the author and reviewer are concealed from one
another. INED members held 266 such positions in 2014.

PASSING ON
skills

T

he research support staff in the Statistical Methods
department (see p. 31) contribute to the dissemination of technical competencies through a regular seminar
on applied statistics open to the scientific community of
statisticians, demographers, sociologists, researchers and
PhD students, as well as a more practical seminar called
“RUSS”on using R software in the social sciences.
Over the period 2009-2014, Statistical Methods delivered 34 training sessions to a combined audience of
371 people, and organized 16 applied statistics seminars
for social science researchers.

PEER
recognition

T

he prizes and awards conferred on INED researchers
are a testament to the recognition they enjoy from
peers. It is a source of great satisfaction at INED that the
distinctions awarded in 2014 went to young researchers at
the beginning of their careers and senior members of the
Institute alike.
They are also evidence of INED's international reputation, since only one of the six prizes awarded in 2014 was
French. Further, they highlight the diversity of research
themes at INED.
The four prize-winning PhD projects spanned a broad
range of subjects: factors in the educational trajectories of
working-class children (Joanie Cayouette-Remblière); the
impact of the economic crisis on contraceptive practice
(Mylène Rouzaud-Cornabas); comparative educational
pathways of second-generation immigrants in France and
the UK (Mathieu Ichou); and migration between Senegal
and Europe (Sorana Toma).
Thérèse Locoh won a lifetime achievement award for
her work pioneering gender studies in demography (see
inset), and Henri Leridon, one of the world's leading fertility specialists, was welcomed as a Fellow of the British
Academy (see p. 21).
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W

hile remaining close to the academic community,
INED has developed new initiatives for the general public, who have always demonstrated an interest in
demographic issues. This is attested by the popularity of its
public scientific events and of its revamped website, and by
its growing presence in social media.

Communicate
and engage with society

P
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Inform, educate,
disseminate
In line with it role to inform and educate, INED deploys an
outreach policy, disseminating its scientific output to a broader,
more diversified audience.

opulation issues are at the heart of social debate. The
print and broadcast media frequently report on issues
that INED researchers are working on. To reach the broader public, INED launched “Les Rencontres de la Démo”
(“Pop Talks”) in 2014. These are videos of short seminars (10-15 minutes) uploaded to the INED website and
other open-access platforms, where they attract views and
comments.
The aim of the Pop Talks is to present research results in
plain language to give a general audience a better understanding of key population issues facing society today. The
talks are also an opportunity for researchers to publicize
their work as widely as possible.
Launched on World Population Day in July, which in
2014 was themed on Investing in Young People, the Pop
Talks covered such topics as young people and sexuality,
entry into adulthood, and policies to support young adults
in Europe.

THE REVAMPED
ined.fr/en WEBSITE
for researchers
and the general public

I

NED's website has been redesigned to offer a clearer,
more intuitive interface. The new website makes browsing easy, including on mobile devices like tablets and
smartphones.

Silvia Huix,

Communications Officer

Fête de la science 2014
TWO INED OPEN DAYS

“INED opened its doors to
school students for two days
during La Fête de la science (the
French national science fair) in
September. The idea was to introduce a young audience to population studies, and the social sciences in general, in a fun,
interactive way, and teach them some basic concepts.
This year's theme was the family. The students had an
opportunity to test their knowledge and try out professional software tools, with a little help from researchers.
Over the two days, we hosted several classes of
students aged 11 to 16, who went away with a much
better understanding of what a research institute does.
The INED researchers designed activities suited to each
age group. With the senior students, for example, games
were used to show how mathematical formulas can be
used to model population behaviour. Both the students
and their teachers were enthusiastic. The researchers
also enjoyed being involved. It went so well that we are
planning to do it again next year!”
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The revamped website has two home pages – one for
the research community and one for the public – featuring
targeted, regularly updated news for each audience. Icons
on eight key themes provide access to a mine of information in a just few clicks. The website is bilingual, with most
content available in both French and English to reach an
international audience.
Ined.fr/en/ offers access to all of the Institute's research,
plus additional content displayed in news sections and
web portals, which bring together a diverse array of information on major themes.
In addition to a dedicated home page, research professionals can access sections on statistical analysis and data
collection methods, and INED surveys.
For the general public and particularly educators,
the website offers open-access animations and teaching

materials about the world population, which are the most
popular pages. There were almost 1.22 million visits to the
website in 2014, up from 1.13 million the previous year.
Traffic rose considerably after the new version went online
in September.

 www.ined.fr/en

SOCIAL MEDIA
presence

I

NED has been present on social media for several years
already and its Twitter and Facebook accounts attract
growing interest with a news feed that showcases research
findings, new publications, conferences, talks and other
events. In 2014 Twitter followers increased by 55% and
Facebook fans by 60%.
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FREQUENT MEDIA
CITATIONS OF
Population & Societies

E

leven issues of Population & Societies came out in 2014.
Eight issues focused on France, two on Europe, and
one on the world. This year again, the journal was cited
frequently in the media, particularly the print media. Much
of the media coverage focused on the issues addressed by
two papers – The French pill scare: towards a new contraceptive model? (Nathalie Bajos, Mylène Rouzaud-Cornabas,
Henri Panjo, Aline Bohet, Caroline Moreau and the Fecond
fertility survey team, No. 511, May 2014) and Childlessness:
a life choice that goes against the norm (Magali Mazuy,
Charlotte Debest and the Fecond survey team, No. 508,
February 2014).

 www.ined.fr/fr/publications/population-et-societes/

Ined's scientific
publications

Publications
IN ENGLISH

E

T

very year, INED adds new volumes to its series of scientific publications. These incorporate original work
in population studies that reflects the inter-disciplinarity
between demography and other fields, particularly sociology, economics, anthropology, history, geography and epidemiology. Four new volumes were released in 2014:

• L’enquête TRA, histoire d’un outil, outil pour l’histoire,
Études et enquêtes historiques, January 2014
• Bouleversements démographiques de la Grande Guerre,
Jean-Marc Rohrbasser (ed.), Hors Collection, September
2014
• Les Théories de la fécondité, Henri Leridon (ed.),
Les Manuels/Textes fondamentaux, December 2014
• La formation de la population parisienne au XIXe siècle,
Louis Chevalier, 1950 (republished in open access on
the INED website).
The Publications section of ined.fr was completely
remodelled with the website upgrade. The intuitive online
store now contains the full catalogue, which is updated
regularly, enabling visitors to order both new releases and
classic reference works, sales of which increased in 2014.
Online publications also include working papers. This
form enables researchers to publish a preliminary version
of their findings in the form of draft articles or chapters.
Seventeen working papers were posted on the website in
2014, demonstrating the growing popularity of this type
of pre-publication with researchers.

o increase the international visibility of its research,
INED has a publishing partnership with Springer. Three
new volumes in the INED Population Studies series were
released in 2014:
• No. 3 Analysing China’s Population - Social Change in a
New Demographic Era, Isabelle Attané and Baochang Gu
(eds.), 2014, 270 p.
• No. 4 Renewing the Family - A History of the Baby
Boomers, Catherine Bonvalet, Céline Clément and Jim
Ogg, 2015, 268 p.
• No. 5 The Contemporary Family in France - Partnership
Trajectories and Domestic Organization, Arnaud RégnierLoilier (ed.), 2015, 274 p.

A BILINGUAL WEBSITE
for the journal
Population

T

he quarterly journal Population, in French and
English, is available in hard and electronic copy
via Cairn, Cairn International, NecPlus, Persée, JSTOR,
Project MUSE, Ebsco and Ingenta.
The journal gained its own website in 2014 – revue-
population.fr in French and journal-population.com in
English – to boost its international visibility. The website
offers access to the archives of the journal back to 1946,
and to Population Chronicles on the demography of the
world's regions and the demographic situation in France.
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INED researchers
in the media
INED researchers are recognized as
experts on a number of key population
issues currently debated in the media,
such as fertility, the family and migration. Through commentary, interviews
and opinion pieces in the print media
and participation in radio and television programmes, they contribute to
INED's strong visibility in the mainstream media. The volume of media
citations has remained steady at almost
5,000 per year for the past several years.
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Prospective authors are welcome to submit papers
online, in French or English, in accordance with the submission guidelines on the website. The journal's editors
consider original work by researchers in demography and
related disciplines.
Four issues of the journal were published in 2014,
comprising 17 articles, including a special issue on the
demographic situation in France (Volume 69-3), and four
short papers. The majority of authors are from countries
other than France. Almost 70 articles were submitted in
2014, more than half of them in English.

 www.journal-population.com/

Booths at key
INTERNATIONAL
EVENTS

I

NED had a booth at three major international population conferences in 2014: the conference of the
Association Internationale des Démographes de Langue

Française (AIDELF) in Bari; the annual meeting of the
Population Association of America (PAA) in Boston; and
the European Population Conference (EAPS) in Budapest.
INED staff presented information about the Institute's
work and publications and the hosting programme for
PhD students. As in previous years, INED Publishing also
ran a stand at the Paris Book Fair and the history festival
in Blois to reach a general audience.

Europe's largest
DEMOGRAPHY
LIBRARY

T

he INED library, associated with the Bibliothèque
nationale de France since 1998, is the reference library
for demography in France. Its holdings also span many
other disciplines, such as sociology, history, economics,
geography and medicine. It is unique in terms of its historicity and international coverage.
Consisting of books and periodicals (many of which
have been inventoried and classified by the library staff)
and statistical series from France and other countries, the
library is the largest of its kind in Europe. At the end of
2014, it contained almost 130,000 documents, almost all
of which are described and indexed in a database, Inedoc,
which can be consulted in open access on the Internet.
The INED library is open to the public. A team of librarians is available to assist readers and to answer questions
related to demography by email and telephone.
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an institute
of international stature
INED has long enjoyed a solid international reputation,
reinforced year after year thanks to a proactive policy in every
area of activity.

international
projects

Catherine Daurèle,

Deputy director of International
Affairs, in charge of European
affairs

E

ight projects at INED currently benefit from competitive
European funding. Alongside members of INED and
other French institutions, these projects involve 122 researchers from outside France.
Some projects are integrated into international surveys. The
ERFI survey, on which several publications on family and
inter-generational relations were based in 2014 (see p. 13),
is the French version of the Generations and Gender Survey
(GGS), conducted in more than 20 countries.
The Temper project on temporary versus permanent migration began in March 2014, with European Union financing.
Temper is coordinated by the Migrinter team at Poitiers
University and includes several INED researchers as well as
colleagues from six other countries.

 www.temperproject.eu
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INED is continuing to expand its institutional network.
Six new framework agreements were signed in 2014, in
addition to the ten that already exist with partners in
France and other countries. The new agreements link INED
to the Institut Supérieur des Sciences de la Population
(Burkina Faso), the École Nationale de la Statistique,
de la Planification et de la Démographie in Benin, the
Département de Démographie at the Université de Montréal
(Canada), the Institutul National de Statistica (Romania),
Cheikh Anta Diop University in Dakar (Senegal), and
the Netherlands Interdisciplinary Demographic Institute
(NIDI).
NIDI, INED's Dutch counterpart, is one of Europe's leading demographic research centres.

I

nternational conferences are an important aspect of
scientific life. INED is well represented at these events.
Conferences represent an opportunity for researchers
to meet colleagues from other countries and to discover
emerging themes and methods, as well to publicize French
demographic research internationally. INED Publishing
(see p. 43) frequently runs a booth at conferences, with
a wide selection of publications. There were a number of
major conferences in 2014.
The Annual Meeting of the Population Association
of America (PAA), attracts hundreds of professionals

How does International Affairs
team support INED's international
projects?
“For a number of years now, INED has invested heavily
in expanding its international presence. The resources
implemented are many and varied and include a translation service, partnerships with international publishers,
and support for participation in international conferences.
The activities of International Affairs can be divided into
three strands:

speaking demographers, of which Sophie Pennec is Secretary
General and Treasurer, held a conference in Bari (Italy), at
which INED was the best represented research organization.
Some conferences focus on a sub-discipline of demography or on a single theme. The International Sociological
Association (ISA) made global inequality the theme of
the 18th World Congress of Sociology, held in Yokohama
(Japan).
Although it did not hold a conference in 2014, the
International Union for the Scientific Study of Population
(IUSSP) elected a new Council. France Meslé was elected
to the post of Secretary General and Treasurer for a fouryear term.
The Université Catholique de Louvain chose Laurent
Toulemon as one of the guest speakers for the 40th
Quetelet Seminar, in which other INED researchers also
participated.

Funding and project management
A highlight of 2014 was the selection of a project submitted by INED in partnership with the University of
Pennsylvania (U-Penn) to the National Institutes of
Health (NIH). The research will begin in 2015.
Research mobility
Sixty-eight foreign researchers were hosted at INED
in 2014 for periods ranging from two weeks to several
months. At the same time, we provided funding for three
researchers and four PhD students from INED to conduct
work at institutions in other countries.

OUTPUT
IN LANguages
other than French

I

n 2014, INED researchers published and presented in
languages other than French more than ever before.

Some 46% of the Institute's scientific output was in another language (42% of it in English). This demonstrates
INED's ongoing efforts to disseminate knowledge to the
international scientific community. It also attests to the
productivity of the partnerships with teams on every continent. Almost one publication in four (24%) is co-authored
with a colleague from another country.
Moreover, INED's website is fully bilingual in French and
English, as are the Institute's periodicals (see p. 40), thus
enabling non-French authors to reach the French-speaking
research community.

RESEARCHER
mobility

C

ontacts with other countries also increased in 2014
through researcher mobility. Nearly 70 colleagues
from abroad came to work at INED during the year, including more than ten PhD students who needed to use
French sources. The average length of stay was one month.
During the year, INED researchers also worked in other
countries. Researcher Cris Beauchemin was visiting professor at Université de Montréal for the 2014-2015 academic
year, and research director Alain Blum spent the year at
the Franco-Russian Research Centre for Human and Social
Sciences in Moscow.

International partnerships
Six new framework agreements were signed with other
institutions in 2014.
INED's efforts to enhance its international visibility via
these three strands of activity began well before this year,
but they took formal shape in 2014.”
and researchers to a different city each year, and is always
attended by many INED members; this year's event took
place in Boston.
Other international scientific organizations hold a
conference every two years. The European Association for
Population Studies (EAPS) had its conference and its general assembly in 2014, from 25-28 June in Budapest. The
Association Internationale des Démographes de Langue
Française (AIDELF), the international association of French-

PRESTIGIOUS
guest speakers

H

igh-level figures in demography were invited to give
talks at INED in 2014. John R. Wilmoth, Director
of the United Nations Population Division, came on
5 September to present the role of the division. Ron
Lesthaeghe, emeritus professor of the Royal Flemish
Academy of Belgium for Science and the Arts, gave a talk
on “New fertility myths” in Europe on 24 November. A
short video interview with both speakers is available in
French and English.
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W

orking in collaboration with French and foreign
colleagues is deeply rooted in INED's culture.
Personal exchanges develop around affinities and research
ideas, then official partnerships are signed between institutions that support and expand them. The academics hosted
at INED on secondment (see inset), for example, are all
members of laboratories affiliated with iPOPs (see p. 51).

JOINT
research unit

I

NED is structured into research “units”, which mobilize researchers around a theme or an approach (see
p. 60), such as fertility, health, gender, history or economic
demography.
Most of the research units are internal to INED, although
they are involved in external partnerships. Others are joint
teams or units sponsored by two or more institutions.
Through these joint units, INED is linked to universities
(Paris Descartes, Paris-Sud Orsay and Versailles-SaintQuentin), other research institutes (INSERM, IRD) and
other organizations (Établissement Français du Sang).
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A SCIENTIFIC

network

Partnerships with universities and other research
organizations put INED at the centre of scientific
activity in France and take a wide variety of forms.

Athéna
Alliance

I

NED is a member of the supervisory board
of Athéna, a French research alliance
dedicated to the humanities and social
sciences. There are four similar alliances in
other research areas: the life and health sciences; the environment; information technology; and energy. Athéna is a
forum where the orientations of research in the humanities and social sciences and the resources to promote those
orientations within scientific research as a whole can be
discussed and the current state of research reviewed.
The alliance fulfils several functions. Within the
framework of European Union funding for research
(“Horizon 2020”), Athéna is an interface between researchers and EU institutions. The alliance works to have
research themes proposed by French researchers included



Olivia Samuel,

Demographer at Versailles
Saint-Quentin University

hosted on secondment at INED
“I was hosted on secondment at INED with the
Demography, Gender and Society Research Unit for a
year and a half, with funding from iPOPs (see p. 51)
and INED. During that time, I was exempted from my
teaching and other responsibilities at Versailles-SaintQuentin University, where I lecture in demography.
I was already an associate researcher with the South
Research Group at INED and co-editor of the journal
Population. The secondment was an opportunity to
strengthen my collaboration with INED researchers
and to benefit from excellent working conditions, thanks
to the support services, the library, the many scientific
events, and funding for travel.
I was able to devote myself fully to several group
research projects and to preparing for the habilitation
that qualifies researchers to supervise PhD theses. More
specifically, I worked on two projects on childhood and
parenthood. The first project, “Venir au Monde” (Coming
into the world), conducted within the framework of the
Elfe survey and the ANR, looks at gender socialization
in early childhood; the second project, part of the SLAM
longitudinal study in Mali at INED and the DyPE
(Dynamique de la parentalité et de l’enfance) project at
ANR, considers the family environment of children and
its impact on their future in rural areas of Mali.”

in future calls for projects drafted in Brussels. Following
similar logic, Athéna also contributes to the programming
of funding allocated by France's National Research Agency
(see p. 35).
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Campus
Condorcet

I
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NED is moving! While it is too early to start packing yet,
INED already has a future address and a moving date
in 2019. INED is one of the ten founder members of the
Campus Condorcet, which will be a humanities and social
sciences hub. The main campus, where INED will be headquartered, will be located in Aubervilliers, a suburb that
borders Paris to the north and is well connected by metro
and tram. A secondary site in the neighbourhood of Porte
de La Chapelle in Paris will accommodate a further 5,000
students and staff.
Significant progress was made on the real-estate phase of
the project in 2014, with the acquisition of the land and the
demolition of existing buildings on the site. Dialogue with
the consortia in competition to build INED's new headquarters is continuing. In late 2019, INED will be one of the first
institutions to move to the campus, in a building developed
under a public-private partnership. The campus will accommodate some 18,000 people, including 4,200 researchers
and academics belonging to around 100 research units,
4,800 PhD students, and 900 administrative staff.


the members
of Campus Condorcet
The Condorcet Campus consists of
ten entities, some of which will have
locations at more than one site and
not only in Aubervilliers. They are the
French National Centre for Scientific
Research (CNRS), École des Hautes
Études en Sciences Sociales (EHESS),
École Nationale des Chartes, École
Pratique des Hautes Études, Fondation
Maison des Sciences de l’Homme
(FMSH), INED and four universities:
Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne, Sorbonne
Nouvelle Paris 3, Paris 8 Vincennes/
Saint-Denis, and Paris 13.

The campus will offer high-quality working conditions.
Facilities will include a conference centre, housing for students and guest researchers, as well as a project hotel, for
the staff of temporary research projects.
The Grand Equipement Documentaire (GED) library,
amalgamating 43 currently separate scientific libraries,
will be one of the hubs of the campus. In December 2014,
Elizabeth and Christian de Portzamparc Architects won
the competition launched by the Île-de-France Region.
Designed as a learning centre, the GED will accommodate
exhibitions, conferences and a bookshop. Most of the collections, representing 29 of the 40 kilometres of shelves,
will be freely accessible to readers. The facility will also be
fully digital, offering wifi access, electronic documents and
online reservations.
The campus already has a scientific programme. Lectures
take place at various locations in Aubervilliers, on an annual
theme. In 2014-2015, each month a new specialist explored
the theme “Girls and boys: does gender make a difference?”.
On 24 November, research director Gilles Pison discussed
the idea that “Being a man or a woman is not an accident
of birth”. On 18 May 2015, Éric Brian, an associate researcher at INED, and Marie Jaisson, gave a presentation entitled
“Being born a girl or a boy: three centuries of investigation”.

 www.campus-condorcet.fr

COMMUNITIES
of Universities
and Institutes
(COMUE)

T

he French Higher Education and Research Act of 22 July
2013 introduced the concept of “Communautés d’universités et établissements” (Communities of Universities and
Institutes – COMUE). The aim is to link higher education
and research entities located in the same geographical region
around a common scientific purpose and combine resources
in order to take on international projects.
INED has joined two COMUEs, with whose other
members the Institute already has longstanding ties. INED
will provide teaching in demography and work on joint
research projects.

Sorbonne Paris Cité University
The Université Sorbonne Paris Cité (USPC)
COMUE has 13 members: eight universities
and other higher education institutions and
five research organizations, namely INED,
CNRS, IRD, INSERM and INRIA. This massive community
boasts a combined total of almost 16,000 staff, including
10,300 researchers and teaching researchers. USPC has elected to bring together the broadest possible range of disciplines,
from the human and social sciences to health, as well as mathematics, the earth sciences and the science of the universe.

 www.sorbonne-paris-cite.fr
heSam Université
The heSam Université COMUE has 11 full
members, including INED, and three affiliate members. The 2,000 researchers and
teaching researchers and 88,000 students in
heSam Université cover some 60 scientific disciplines, with
a strong human and social science component. At INED, the
DéfiChine project, led by Isabelle Attané, which involves
researchers from laboratories in France and other countries,
is receiving financial support from heSam Université. The
project investigates the impact of the deficit of women in
China, in particular on the marriage market and the behaviour of single men.

 www.hesam.eu

Inter-disciplinary
partnerships

R

ather than a complete list, here are some examples of
recent partnerships in which INED is an official member.
The Groupement de Recherche sur les Questions de
Longévité et de Vieillissements (GDR Longevity and Ageing)
was set up on 1 January 2014. The consortium is a coordinating body that connects several large research institutes on
these major themes. The aim is to bring together competencies and findings of demographers, sociologists, economists

and epidemiologists, because these issues are complex and
should be addressed from more than one perspective. The
network, of which INED is a member, will facilitate exchanges
of knowledge and methods, and the coordination of projects
involving teams from different academic backgrounds.

 http://gdr.site.ined.fr/en/
The Institut du Genre (Gender Institute) is a scientific
grouping of 34 partners, including INED, which supports
research on gender through scientific events, support for
publications, travel grants and translations. The group
organized a major gender studies conference in Lyon in
September 2014. INED is represented on the executive
committee.

 http://institut-du-genre.fr/en/
The Collège International des Sciences du Territoire
(International College of Territorial Sciences, CIST) is a
scientific network that concentrates French research in the
territorial sciences. CIST organized its second international conference on 27-28 March 2014, entitled “Fronts and
frontiers in the science of territory”. France Guérin-Pace is
the deputy director.

 www.gis-cist.fr/en/
The Alliance de Recherche sur les Discriminations
(Research alliance on discrimination, ARDIS) is an alliance of
research centres in the Île-de-France Region working on the
theme of discrimination. The alliance provides funding for
research and organizes an annual selective conference. ARDIS
is chaired by Patrick Simon and the executive committee
includes an INED associate researcher, Dominique Meurs.

 www.ardis-recherche.fr
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iPOPs

iPOPs i
LABoratoire d’EXcellence

POPs, which stands for “individuals,
populations and societies”, is a Labex
individus, populaons, sociétés
hosted and sponsored by INED which supports teaching and research in demography in France.
Firstly, iPOPs provides various forms of support for PhD
students. Every year, several three-year contracts are awarded to PhD students selected by a scientific committee.
There are also grants for researcher mobility. iPOPs also
provides funding for one year to students at the European
Doctoral School of Demography (three in 2013-14), which
was hosted in Warsaw in 2014.
Lastly, iPOPs funds the PhD summer school on gender,
which benefits from the Campus Condorcet label. Some
20 PhD students, half of them enrolled at Condorcet member
institutions, attended the three-day intensive training course.
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INVESTMENTS

for the Future programme
Investments for the Future is a French-government investment
programme to support research and innovation, introduced in 2010.
Under the programme, the proceeds from the Grand Emprunt bond
issue are allocated in several stages to applicants selected by independent
panels. INED benefits from these investments through projects it
sponsors and in which it is actively involved.

i

POPs also runs a training module in
demography for Master's students, PhD
students and post-doctoral researchers,
called Resodemo. Organized in sessions
of two to five days, Resodemo focuses on
theoretical and methodological issues and draws on the participants' own work.
The Labex also selects and funds one-year and twoyear post-doctoral fellowships. Three post-doc applicants
received funding from iPOPs in 2014.
Finally, iPOPs supports senior researchers. In 2012,
Benoît Rapoport was awarded a joint INED-Paris 1
University five-year research fellowship. Hosted at INED,
Benoît works on marriage strategies and the economic
implications of living as a couple.
Additionally, five academics were hosted on secondment at INED (see p. 47) for periods of six months to
one year, during which time they were exempted from
some of their teaching responsibilities in order to devote
themselves to a research project and/or prepare for the
habilitation to supervise PhD theses.

RESO
DEMO

Five new laboratories run by universities – Jules Verne
Picardie, Paris Diderot, Valenciennes/Hainaut-Cambrésis, Lille I
and Cergy-Pontoise – were affiliated with iPOPs in 2014.

 www.ipops.fr/

Elfe

E

lfe is a unique project, coordinated and
hosted by INED. The Elfe Child Cohort
Study (see p. 17) is an extremely ambitious
survey in terms of its size, timespan and
inter-disciplinarity and the number of partners
involved (10). Elfe is one of the few major cohort studies
of children in the world. The 18,300 children included in
the study when they were born in 2011 will be monitored
at regular intervals until they turn 20.
The scale and quality of this “birth-to-twenty” project
convinced the Investments for the Future panel to support it.
One of the original features of Elfe is that it encompasses all the factors that influence child development:
social, biological and environmental. The data sources are
extremely diverse (telephone interviews, questionnaires for
family doctors and teachers, home visits, dust samples collected in the home, biological swabs, etc.), offering researchers an opportunity to make connections between them.
Almost 20 thematic working groups are working on the
project simultaneously and interacting with each other.
A pilot version, which replicates all the stages of the
full-scale survey on a sample of roughly 500 families, was
started in 2007, four years ahead of the national cohort.
The pilot enables the project designers to test the feasibility
and methodology of the study as it progresses, to analyse
problems that arise and to make any necessary
adjustments to the full-scale survey.

 http://www.elfe-france.fr
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Re-Co-Nai

R
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e-Co-Nai, a platform for research on the cohorts of
children monitored from birth, is an Equipex coordinated by INED. This research infrastructure will contain
the data on the cohorts of children in the Elfe and Epipage
2 surveys. Epipage 2, modelled on the Epipage survey of
1997, will monitor a sample of children born pre-term in
2011 until they turn 12. The diverse data collected (biological samples, questionnaires, etc.) require special conditions of conservation and anonymization. Re-Co-Nai will
enable the scientific community to access the data in order
to expand knowledge of child development and the factors
that influence it.
The data are progressively incorporated into the platform as they are collected and “cleansed” (see p. 31). In
2014, the platform integrated the data that were collected
at birth and when the children were two months old.
A full 28 research projects have already benefited from
access to the Elfe data via the Equipex.

OSE

O

SE – which stands for “ouvrir la science
économique” (opening up economics)
– is a Labex sponsored by the Paris School
of Economics that involves INED and other
French and international research partners.
Carole Bonnet from INED co-directs one of the Labex's
five thematic research areas: inequality and public economics. Each research area runs thematic workshops
to review existing research on a specific issue and develop new approaches, methods and data to take research
forward.
Two of the workshops in the inequality and public economics research area are co-coordinated by INED researchers. The geographical and urban inequality workshop,
co-coordinated by Laurent Gobillon, had three sessions
between January and November 2014. The economic
demography workshop, co-coordinated by Carole Bonnet,
took place eight times during the year.
An ambitious project emerged during the second session of this workshop. The idea is to include the concept

of age in national accounts in order to track economic
flows between age groups and to contribute to research
on inter-generational transfers. The project has joined an
international network run by Ronald Lee (UC Berkeley)
and Andrew Mason (University of Hawaii). Furthermore,
the French team joined the European AGENTA project in
January 2014.
With the support of OSE, the Economic Demography
Research Unit at INED organized a workshop on divorce
and maintenance payments in October 2014.

 www.parisschoolofeconomics.eu/en/grand-emprunt/
ose-opening-economics-labex/

Dime-SHS

D

ime-SHS, denoting Data, Infrastructure and Survey
Methods in the Human and Social Sciences, is an
Equipex, which was awarded funding for the period 20102019 by the Investments for the Future panel. Dime-SHS
is sponsored by Sciences Po, but INED is co-producing one
of its components, the Elipss Longitudinal Online Survey
for the Social Sciences. This is in fact a series of online
surveys, which the respondents answer via tablets supplied
to them. The survey data will be made available for use by
the scientific community. Elipss is a panel survey; i.e. the
composition of the sample will remain the same over time.
In time, the panel is expected to comprise 4,000 people
(compared with 1,039 now), representative of the population of mainland France aged 18-75, who agree to answer
approximately ten 30-minute surveys over the year. By the
end of 2014, 25 surveys had been conducted since the
beginning of the project.
The Quetelet network is a participant in Dime-SHS.
Quetelet is itself a partnership between research institutes
– including INED – and universities. The idea behind the
network is to make quantitative data in the social and
human sciences available to the scientific community.
Quetelet is also a member of the Consortium of European
Social Science Data Archives (CESSDA), and steers CESSDA
France within the huge PROGEDO research infrastructure,
of which INED is also a member.

 www.sciencespo.fr/dime-shs/
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TRAINING

tomorrow's researchers
Training “in and through” research is part of INED's remit. Many
INED personnel do teaching in addition to their work for the
Institute. INED also hosts young researchers on PhD programmes
or post-doctoral fellowships.

TEACHING
at undergraduate
and Master's levels

S
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eventy-two researchers and research support staff from
INED engaged in teaching activities during the 201314 academic year. They delivered a total of 2,582 teaching
hours, an even higher volume than in previous years. This
effort enables INED to maintain relations with a large number of universities and higher education institutions. Most
of this instruction, at undergraduate and Master's levels,
is delivered in universities in Paris, Strasbourg, Amiens
and other French cities. Some also takes place at other
higher education institutions, including École Nationale
Supérieure de Sécurité Sociale, École Nationale de la
Magistrature and Sciences Po.
Through INED's relations with institutions around the
world (see p. 44), some teaching is delivered outside France,
in countries such as Benin, Greece, India, Tunisia, Myanmar
and Russia.

PhD THESIS:
still a student
and already a researcher

D

uring the 2013-14 academic year, INED hosted 38
PhD students, selected by a scientific committee.
Almost all were enrolled at a French university; two were
from universities in other countries. Much like INED's staff
members, these research apprentices come from different
disciplines: demography, history, economics, epidemiology,
sociology, statistics, anthropology and political science.
All of the hosted PhD students are funded, many by
their home universities. Twenty-three of the students in
2014 were funded by INED and the iPOPs Labex (see
p. 51). At INED they benefit from excellent working conditions: they have a desk and a computer, which few PhD
programmes can provide; enjoy access to methodological
and statistical training sessions; and benefit from guidance
from their supervisor or INED researchers. Even more
importantly, the PhD students hosted at INED join one of
the research units and are involved in some of the unit's

PRIze

After successfully defending his doctoral thesis on
17 November 2014, Mathieu Ichou was awarded a
Postdoctoral Prize Research Fellowship in Sociology
from Nuffield College, to pursue his research at Oxford
University.
work. Each student is assigned one or two INED researchers as tutors, who offer guidance and advice.
INED also supports the European Doctoral School of
Demography (EDSD), a one-year programme for first-year
PhD students, which is hosted in other countries. INED
funded three first-year PhD students on the programme in
the 2013-14 academic year.
Five of the 38 PhD students hosted at INED defended
their theses in 2014. Svetlana Poniakina was one of them
(see p. 25). Vincent Lignon was another. His thesis investigated the link between education and income in couples.
On the whole, men and women tend to form a couple
with a person who has had a very similar educational
pathway, what is known as “educational homogamy”. This
type of union reduces income inequality between the two
partners, though the advantage is small for women with
higher education.

K

Vincent Lignon,

“Transitions familiales, professionnelles et investissements
éducatifs : analyse par microsimulation dynamique” (“Family
and occupational transitions and investment in education: an
analysis by dynamic microsimulation”), PhD in economics,
Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne University, 2014.

V

ibhuti Mendiratta completed her PhD in economics
with a fourth year at INED. The three chapters of her
thesis cover gender inequality in developing countries, and
make suggestions for public policy action. Vibhuti uses the
case study of gender inequality in health in India. She also
looks at the impact of the certification of land ownership in
Benin, a procedure that works against the most vulnerable
landowners, mainly women, even though its stated aim is
to protect their rights.

K

Vibhuti Mendiratta,

“Essays on gender issues in developing countries”, PhD in
economics, l’EHESS, 2014.

Who can
supervise a PhD?

I

n France, PhD students must be enrolled on a PhD programme at a university or other higher education institution. Holding a PhD is a sufficient qualification to sit on a
PhD viva voce panel but not to supervise a PhD thesis. The
requirement in most disciplines is the habilitation, which is
granted to senior researchers and teaching academics upon
submission of an original new dissertation. Many INED
researchers have obtained the habilitation, and others are
qualified to supervise PhD theses, either because they hold
a thèse d’État (state doctorate, a qualification that no longer
exists), because they have been given express permission
from a PhD programme, or because they hold the grade of
directeur d’études (director of studies) at EHESS.
Some 43% of INED researchers and associate researchers
are qualified to supervise a PhD.

POST-DOCTORAL
RESEARCH:
the first step on
the career ladder

T

he first step in a research career is often a post-doctoral
fellowship, or “post-doc”. These are one- or two-year
research contracts during which the recipient develops
his/her PhD research, primarily through publications. In
2014, the scientific committee selected two candidates for
hosting as post-doctoral researchers at INED.
INED therefore plays an active role in training students
and future researchers before, during and after the PhD,
thereby safeguarding the future of demographic research.

Claire Thibout,

PhD student hosted at INED
What did you gain from being
hosted at INED during your PhD?
“INED is a concentration of researchers who are all
working in demography, but whose approaches and
themes are extremely diverse. I met demographers,
historians, sociologists and other economists who were
working on the same survey data as me and who were
experts in statistical tools. I had many opportunities to
talk to them, such as at PhD workshops, the PhD day,
and meetings of my unit. It was an extremely stimulating environment to work in.
Economic models have not succeeded in explaining why
women continue to do most of the household chores, and
why girls choose less prestigious university courses leading to lower-paid careers even though they outperform
boys at school.
Based on a panel of French students, my PhD thesis
shows that girls appear to underestimate their abilities
in scientific subjects when they choose an undergraduate course, which might be due to the stereotype
that boys are better at these subjects. Within couples,
individuals might think that women are more productive at household chores, and simulations highlight that
men's investment in domestic tasks is more sensitive to
a weakening of that belief than to a narrowing of the
earnings gap. Monetary incentives do not appear to be
sufficient to reverse the trend. Acting on beliefs therefore
represents a key way to encourage behaviour to move
closer to efficiency.”
Efficience et stéréotypes de genre : applications à
l’allocation des ressources dans les ménages et aux
choix éducatifs (Efficiency and gender stereotypes:
applications to household resource allocation and
to educational choices), PhD in economics, Paris 1
Panthéon-Sorbonne University, 2014.
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Governance and organization
On 31 December 2014
Board of Administration
In addition to approving the INED budget, the Board of
Administration ensures that the Institute’s activities are
consistent with the two documents prepared by the supervisory
authorities and approved by INED: the Strategic Orientations
and the Contract of Objectives. The Board is also consulted on
strategy issues concerning the Institute.

DE JURE MEMBERS
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Chair: Patrice Duran, ENS Cachan
• Jacques Dubucs, Vice-chair, Directorate-General for
Research and Innovation, Ministry of Higher Education and
Research
• Benoît Debosque (alternate), Directorate-General for
Research and Innovation, Ministry of Higher Education and
Research
Frank Von Lennep, Vice-Chairman, Director of Research,
Studies, Assessment, and Statistics (DREES), Ministry of
Social Affairs and Health
• Jean-Louis Lheritier (alternate), Head of Department at
DREES, Ministry of Social Affairs and Health
• Romain Roussel, Assistant Head of Sub-Directorate for
Overviews, Economic Studies, and Assessment, Ministry of
Social Affairs and Health
• Valérie Ulrich (alternate), Project Manager at MIRE,
Ministry of Social Affairs and Health
• Isabelle Kabla-Langlois, Directorate-General for Higher
Education and Labour-Market Integration, Ministry of Higher
Education and Research
• Marc Filser (alternate), Directorate-General for Higher
Education and Labour-Market Integration, Ministry of Higher
Education and Research
• Luc Derepas, Head, Directorate-General for Foreign
Nationals in France, Ministry of the Interior
• Marie-Hélène Amiel (alternate), Head, Department of
Statistics, Studies and Documentation, Ministry of the
Interior
• Jean-Luc Tavernier, Director-General, National Institute of
Statistics and Economic Studies (INSEE)
• Fabrice Lenglart (alternate), Director, Demographic and
Social Statistics, INSEE
• Sabine Fourcade, Head, Directorate-General for Social

Cohesion, Ministry of Social Affairs and Health
• Isabelle Grimault (alternate), Sub-Directorate for Childhood
and the Family, Ministry of Social Affairs and Health

REPRESENTATIVES OF USERS
OF INED RESEARCH
(trade unions, industrial organizations,
and non-profit organizations)
• Patrick Aubert, Deputy Secretary General,
Pensions Advisory Council
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